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UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
PERSONNEL SECURITY BOARD

•

In the Matter of
Jo ROBERT OPPENHEIMER

Room 2022,
Atomic Energy Commission,
Building T-3,
Washington, D. C
The above entitled matter came on tor hetring,
pursuant to recess, before the Board, at 9:30 a.m,
PERSONNEL SECURITY BOARD:

•

MR, GORDON GRAY, Chairman,
DR, WARD V. EVANS, Member,
MR. THOMAS.A. MOHGAN, Member.
PRESENT:
ROGER ROBB, and
C, A. ROI.ANDER, JR,, Counsel tor the Board,
J. ROBERT OPPENHEIMER,
LLOYD,.K, GARRISON,
SAMUEL J. SILVERMAN, and
ALLEN B, ECKER, Counsel for J. Robert Oppenheimer,

•
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P RCC E E D I NGS
MR. GRAY:

•

I would like to call the proceeding to

order •
The Chairman ofthe Board has a few observations to
make, and I have a few questions to ask on behalf of the
Board.
I should like to read again for the record a
statement which I made yesterday, that the proceedings and
stenographic record of this Board are regarded as strictly
confidentia 1 betveen Atomic Energy Commission officials
participating in this matter, and Dr. o.ppenheimer, his

•

representatives and witnesses.

The Atomic Energy Commission

will not take t11e initiative in public release of any
information

~·el1ting

to proceedings before this Board.

Tt.e 1Joard viuws with very deep concern stories in
the press vhich have bE1en brought to the attention of members
of the Boa'.·d.

I persoua l ly have not had time to read the New

York Time; article, but I am told that both the Nichols.
letter ti> Dr. Oppenheiu1er, of December 23, and his reply of
Marc~

4, are reprinted in iull,

wh·.tsoeve.:r, I have to assume that this was given to the .New

•

/ork Times.
DR. OPPENHEIMER:
llR, GRAY:
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It says so in the paper.

I do not suggest that represents a

violation of security.

lllf

Without having any informaticn

I ha·1e a serious question about the
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spirit in keeping with the statement wa made for the record
yesterday about these proceedings being a matter of
confidential relationship between the Commission and the

•

Board representing the Commission. and Dr, Oppenheimer and
bis representatives and witnesses.
We were told yesterday before this bearing began
that you were doing all you could to keep this out of the
press.

You said you were lateyesterday because you had

fingers in the dike, I believe was your expression, which I
found somewhat confusing against subsequent e.vents in the
day when you say·that you gave everything that you had to the
press.

•

We agreed yesterday that it would be very unfortunate

to have this proceeding conducted in the press.

There was no

dissent from that view which was expressed, I QSlieve, by all
of us.
I think that it should be perfectly apparent,
particularly to the attorneys involved, that this Board faces
real difficulties if each day matters about this proceeding
appear, not on the basis of rumors or gossip, but on the basis
of information handed directly to the press,

I think it only

fair to say for the record that the Board is very much

•

concerned •
I should like to ask some questions for the record
about the authorized spokesman for Dr. Oppenheimer,
in addition to Dr, Oppenheimer that Mr. Garrison, Mr,

J1W 3283~
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Silverman and Mr. Ecker are actively and officially associated
in this proceeding.

•

I should like to ask who else is working on this
who may be talking to the press?
MR. GARRISON:

Mr. Chairman, perhaps you could let

me answer that question by a little history.

The letter

fr om the Commission was given on December 23.
the case early in January.

I came into

Almost immediately, or ·perhaps

the middle of January, it became quite apparent from inquiries
t.hat Mr, Reston addressed both to the Atomic Energy Commission
and to Dr. Oppenheimer, that he already had information that

•

clearance had been suspended, and that proceedings were
goj,pg forward against Dr. Oppenheimer.

He was most anxious

to obtain background inform•tion from us.
We explained to him the nature of the proceedings
and our barnest desire that this not be the subject -DR. OPPENHEIMER:
yo~r

persistent in calling.
it would be about.

He called and he was very

I tried to evade it.

telephoning, he talked to my wife, and said that be had
this story and he wished I would talk to him,

it
3283~

I knew what

After about five or six da.ys of persistent

I talked to him on the phone.

llW

Was this

conversation with Reston, because I believe the initial

conversations were with me.

•

May I correct that.
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I said I thought

to the national interest that the story should
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be published, that I did not propose to discuss it with him,but
if.. the time came when it was a public story, I would be glad
to discuss it with him,

•

That was mid-January,

I don't remember the date.

am depending on counsel's memory,
substance of our talk.

He told me two things.

my clearance had been revoked,
heard,

I believe that was the
First, that

That was the story he had

That this had been cabled, telegraphed and broadcast

to Submarine Commanders throughout the Fleet and Army posts
throughout the world, and second, that Senator McCarthy was
fully aware of this and thought I ought to know that,
That was the end of that discussion,

•

I was given to understand by proffers of kindness
but not other sign that the Alsops knew the situation.

Later

this was confirmed by one of the prospective witnesses.
MR. GRAY:

Ynu did not talk with either one of the

Alsops?
DR, OPPENHEIMER:

I have not talked to either one

of the Alsops until very recently, and I will describe those
conversations.
and I though

•

This was long ago, and it was my affair,
my memory would be more vivid than yours.

MR. GARRISON:

Why don't you tell of your

conversation with the Alsops?
DR, OPPENHEIMER:

That is not until

~ery

recently.

Stewart Alsop called co-counsel, that is Herbert Marks,

llV
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whose name should be in

th~se

proceedings

when would

that have been, Saturday, Friday -- quite recen.tly, saying

•

that they bad the story and were frantic to publish, and
that I should call Joe Alsop, who is up in Connecticut at a
rest home.
MR. GARRISClll:

In Garrison, New York,

DR. OPPENHEIMER:

I did call him there.

I put on

my spiel, the thing that I have said to everyone, that I
thought this story coming out before the matter was resolved
could do the country no good.

Either I was a traitor and

very, very important secrets bad been in jeopardy over the

•

last 12 years, or the government was acting in a most peculiar
way to take proceedings against me at this moment.
the impression that I feared would be made"
impression could be good.

This is

Neither

Having both of them could be

only doubly bad .•
Therefore, not as far as I was concerned, but as
far as what I tbought was right, I urged Joe Alsop to hold
bis story, not to publish it.

We did not discuss any

substantivie things except that Alsop told me bow apprehensive
be was that Senator McCarthy would come out with ito

•

I believe that was all I said to Joe Also.

He said be thought

I was making a great mistake, but I said it was my mistake.
I recognized of course thathe could publish any
moment that be wanted to.

lllf
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MR. GRAY:

May I ask, as of this time or ten

o'clock yesterday morning, had you given the New York

~imes

these documents?

•

MR. OPPENHEIMER:

These documents were given to

Reston by my counsel Friday· night, I believe, without any
instruction as to what he was to do with them,as background
materia 1.
MR. GRAY:

So that you knew when you made the

statement here yesterday morning that you were keeping the
finger in the dike that these documents, dated December 23
and March 4, were already in the possession of the New York

I
I

' .

Times .

•

DR. OPPENHEIMER:
MR, GARRISON:

Indeed we did,

Mr. Chairman, they were given to Mr.

Reston with instructions not to be used unless it became
essential for the Times to re lease the story because others
were going to do likewise.

We hoped even as of yesterday --

the last word we had with Mr, Reston was after lunch -- we
hoped even an of yesterday that this could be held off,
although I told you st the start that it might be only a
matter of hours.

I

MR. GRAY:

!•

You didn't indicate to me in any way --

if you attempted to do so, it is a matter of my misinterpretation -- that you had given documents which relate to these
confidential proceedings and are part of these proceedings,

NW
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You mentioned

Mr, Marks.

Who else is authorized

to speak for you,Dr. Oppenheimer?

•

ll!R, GARRISON:

No one else.

counsel of record in this proceeding.

Mr. Marks is not

He has been associated

with us from the start because of his knowledge of past
history.

I am still seeking his guidance and help.
MR. GRAY:

He is assisting, I take it, in preparing

these documents which you present?
Mn.•

GARRISOK: ·

MR. GRAY:

No, we did all that work ourselves.

May I ask specifically for the record

who prepared the e.xcerpts about which I asked the question

•

yesterday?
ll!R,..

GARRI~ON

.;

We did in our own office.

I did.

Mr. Ecker worked on them,
MR, GRAY:

I should like to know, Mr, Garrison, why

it was yesterday· that not one of the three of you could
answer the question as to whether these paragraphs were
consecutive or came from consecutive pages.

It is apparent

that someone else had prepared them.
MR

GARRISON:

MR, GRAY:

•

No, Mr, Chairman,

I have drawn a conclusion.

If I am

wrong -MR. GARRISON:
e•en occur to you,

I am sorry that such thoughts should

What happened was that some weeks ago r

went through Dr. Oppenheimer's writings and I marked
11V
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particular sections and passages from a lot r:1 them that seemed
to me to be worthy of presentation to the Board, and I asked
that they be extracted and copied out,

•

over them for some time,

I h•ve not been

To be frank with you, I have bad

so much else to do.
MR. GRAY:

My point in raising all this is that

if there are a good number of people who are not appearing
here who are going to be talking to the press, I would like
to know what
situation.

con~rol

or lack of control there may be in this

That is why I am raising this thing.
MR. GARRIS(!!:
MR. GRAY:

•

Yes,

I think these stories are very

prejudicial to the spirit of inquiry that I tried to establish
as an atmosphere for this bearing as we started
yesterday,
I
I would very much regret that what would appear to be to the
Board possible lack of cooperation in conducting these
proceedings in the press if that were prejudicial to what
are the basic fundamental issues involved.

•

MR. ROBB:

Might I ask a question, Mr. Chairman?

MR. GRAY:

Yes.

MR. ROBB:

I don't think we have identified Mr,·

Marks •
MR. GARRISON:

Mr. Herbert s. Marks, former general

counsel of the Atomic Energy Commission, and a lawyer in
Washington.

llW
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MR. GRAY:

Be is an attorney and member of the

District of Columbia Bar?
MR. GARRIS(lq':

•

KR. GRAY:

Yes,

Aud do I understand he 19 of counsel to

Dr. Oppenheiaer?
MR. GARRISON:
MR.' GRAY:

Be is associated with us as counsel.

In the relationship of lawyer and client,

is that correct?
lllR. GARRISCl!I:

Yes.

Mr, Chairman, may I just say another thing about the
problem that we faced,

Mr. Reston from the middle ai .January

has had the Alsops, and I don't know who else busy gathering

•

information from anybody they could find and bad developed
so much of the story when Mr. Reston talked with us on
Friday that it seemed to us that if the story had to break
that rather than half a story or two thirds of it or a quarter
of it in fragments with constant demands afterwards from the
press for the rest of it, that it was better that the basic
documents be there for all to see.
This was not a happy decision or a pleasant one
for Dr. Oppenheimer, be lie.Ye me, to have the letter of

•

charges displayed for •he American pbblic.
no man would ever wish to do.

It was something

It was not until Mr. Reston

told us yesterday afternoon that t.he thing absolutely could
not bold, the stories were going to be published, Alsop said

llV 32835
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the same thing, that we said all right, go ahead then and
print the documents.
Now, it is not our purpose to make any press

•

comments upon this case.
any transcripts,

It is not our purpose to release

If .•you will observe the aeston story, I am

sure you will see that we have tried to avoid any kind of
special pleading.

Dr. Oppenheimer has made no statement.

are not trying to try this case ourselves in the press.
assure you will all earnestness that is true.

We
I

I feel

absolutely certain that it is better in the long run for
the government, for this Board, and for us, that there be
no suspicion abo.ut what is the scope of this case, whether

•

the H-bomb is in it, and all those kinds of questions that
would arise if the actual facts had not been disclosed.
MR, SILVERMAN:

May I point out, if I may interrupt,

there was an item in the Reston story, however, it is understood that be, Dr. Oppenheimer, also put in evidence another
secret document in the form of a memoranum.

We haven '.t the

faintest idea what they are talking about, nor did we give
them any such information.
MR. GRAY:

•
32835

Who actually handed the

documents to Mr, Reston?
MR. GARRISON:

I did myself, Mr. Cbair111an,

personally,
MR, ROBB:

lllil

Who is "we",
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atitobiography?
MR. GARRISal':

•

lllR. ROBB:

No.

Mr. Garrison, may I ask another question?

Didn't I undurstand you to say yesterday morning that
explaining your tardiness at the hearing that you had been
engaged in a press conference?
MR, GARRIS<Ji:

No, I had been engaged in threshing

this problem out among ourselves, because the calls were
coming in and putting us under the greatest pressure,

In fact,

right along we have been under pressure to make statements,
to initiate statements of our own· and come forward with

•

information.

It bas been a very, very difficult undertaking,

Mr. Chairman,
MR. GRAY:

I am quite aware of that,

On the other

band, you are quite aware alto that the members of this B.oard
have been under pressure, and that we have I believe without
fail said we will not discuss it,

That will continue to be

our position.
MR, GARRISON:

I should also like to say that we

did not disc lose to anybody -- when I say "we", I mean every

•

one of the counsel to my knowledge, and Dr. Oppenheimer -the names of this Board or. where the hearings were being
held or anything else,
llR. EVANS;

Where did they get it?

MR. GARRISON:

I don't know,

I have no idea.

176
DR. EVANS:
MR. GRAY:

They called me up about 1:30.
They called me, too, but I didn't

answer the ph'one •

•

I would like to move to another point, if I may.
I am sorry we are keeping Dr. Kelly waiting. This has to do
with the schedule of hearincs.

You left a suggested type-

written schedule with us yesterday which was not made a part
of the record.

I think I should say that the Board cannot

accept· this is a schedule.

I repeat, indeed, if it is

necessary to repeat, that this is to be a fair inquiry, that
Dr. Oppenheimer will be given full and adequate opportunity
to make any presentation he has, and to present such

•

witnesses as he desires, but as far as the schedule is
concerned, the Board feels that it is up to Dr. Oppenheimer
and counsel to furnish the witnesses and information for the
Board.
We propose to sit from nine, if it is desired by
Dr. Oppenheimer and his counsel, or from 9:30 to 12;30
and from 2 until approximately 4:30, give and take a little
because of circumstances.

Frankly, I think the Board is.

unwilling to commit itself to a schedule which I am sure

•

means that we will have some witnesses on a certain day who
will be through alldtben there

:ls

to do or for a part of the day.

nothing more for the Board
I should like to suggest,

Mr. Garrison, that we inform you again that we will meet

llW 32835
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and we will hear the witnesses and some approach be made to

I.

this problem from the point of view of the convenience of
this

Board and not the convenience of the witnesses as

would be true in most proceedings ib · the American tradition.
If it seems to be necessary to hear a witness at a particular
time in accordance with some prearranged schedule, some days
in advance, I think you should be warned that the witness
wi 11 probably be asked under- oath whether this is the only
time that he could appear, if we run into a situation where
we must recess or delay proceedings because of a witness who
ha11

••
•

iI

said, "I can come on a certain date,

..

We understaai fully that Dr. Kelly C'an only be here
this morning.

We are very glad to hear him and

Wtl

Will hear

,.

;,-.

him.

Then I would very much prefer, and the members of the

'

Board would. if we could receive the memainder of Dr.
Oppenheimer's presentation, and proceed with whatever period
it seems desira.ble of questioning Dr. Oppenheimer, and then
try to move forward with receiving testimony from the witnesses,
So I don't think that we wish to commit ourselves
to a schedule whi&h draws it out precisely as this is drawn.
I am hopeful you will find that we will be reasonable and

~·

fair in hearing the witnesses.
MR.· GARRISON:

Mr .• Chairman, p1111uant to your wishes

that you expressed informally to us yesterday, I arranged
for Dr. Bush to appear instead of this morning on Monday

32835
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afternoon, the 19th, and I have arranged with Mr. Gordon-Dean
to appear Monday morning the 19th, in lieu of Wednesday afternoon •

•

MR. GRAY:
quite all right with

1 would say, Mr. Garrison, that is
t~

Board.

This is a part of your

responsibility of keeping witnesses and whatever else is to
be presented to the Board moving along as we sit and are

available to hear them.
MR.GARRISON:

I have

DO

doubt

that we shall fill

the afternoon session on the 19th, so that there wi 11 be no
waste time of the Board, because there are still several
witnesses whom we have contemplated, calling and we have not

•

had a chance yet to talk with them.
llR, GRAY:

All right, sir.

MR 4 GARRISON:
and several others.

For example, Mr. Conant, Mr. Bradbury,

If you will indulge me, I would like

to say one other word about counsel, becauqe I think there
has been some mystery, perhaps, created by Mr. Marks'
relationship tothe case.

Mr. Marks is an old, very dear

and very personal friend of Dr, Oppenheimer,

•

came to see me when I was asked to serve as counsel,

I am

serving without fee in this case as a public service.

To

the best of my knowledge, Mr. Marks is serving without fee in
this case as a gesture of very deep friendship and admiration
for Dr. Oppenheimer.

lllf 3283~
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We have been working together, he and I,
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as one would work together in a matter r1 this sort without
any really formal relationship

•

~xcept

that it was understood

that I would in effect try the case, conduct the proceedings
and have the final decision and responsibility.

He is now

simply going about his law practice, and as I feel that I
use his advice and need him, Dr. Oppenheimer leans very
heavily on his opinions, we meet together and talk things over.
It is that kind of a relationship.
It never occurred to me that it would be necessary
or that I would be not frank with the Board in not entering
his appearance here today, because actually we are the

•

counsel conducting this proceeding, and I have the final
decision.

But I want you to be quite sure that Mr, Marks

is not authorized by me to talk with the press or to exercise
himself in any fashion on this matter,

He is a friend and

advisor and associate th that sense·.
DR. OPPENHEIMER:

He is sometimes authorized to talk

to the press in specific ways and with a specific message,
MR. GARRISON;

Both he and I have had conversatt.ons

witn Mr. Reston and Mr, Alsop and other newspaper men have
called him up, but what lam trying to say is that Mr. Marks

•

is not sitting in his office at my request conducting press
conferences to spread information about this case.

You can

be just as sure as that -MR. GRAY:

IRf 3283~
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But he is authorized to speak to the
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press, at least those were: Dr. Oppenheimer's words,
MR. GARRISON:

••

press conferences,
to him.

He is not authorized to conduct

He cannot avoid inquiries when they come

As far as I know, Mr. Chairman, we are all going to

be battered -- I was called at quarter to seven this morning.

MR, GRAY:

You cadt avoid the call,

But I can say

to you on the basis of personal experience that it is po•sible
not to talk.
MR, GARRISON:

That is what all of us have pledged

each other to do, that is, not to talk.

MR. GRAY:

As of what time did you take that pledge?

MR. GARRISON:

We decided when the documents were

made public that ends this matter as far as we are concerned.

MR, GRAY;
waiting.

Fine,

I am sorry we kept Dr, Kelly

Would you get him in, if you are ready now to

present Dr. Kelly,
Whereupon,
MERVIN J, KELLY
was called as a witness, and having been first duly sworn,
wa" examined and testified as follows:

MR. GRAY:

•

oath,

You are not required to do so.
DR. KELLY:
!JR. GRAY:

your right hand.

ll1f
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Mr, Kelly, do you wish to testify under

I would be glad to testify under oath,
Would you stand, then, please and raise

181
Mervin J. Kelly, do you swear that the testimony
you are to give to the Board shall be tha truth, the whole

•

truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
DR, KELLY:

I do,

DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR, GARRISON:
Q

Dr. Kelly, you are the President of the Bell

Telephone Laboratory in New York City?.

A

I am,

O

An:!in 1950 to 1951, you served on a Research and

Development Board panel under Dr. Oppenheimer's chairmanship?

•

A

That &

correct •

Q

You had met Dr, Oppenheimer before that ti.me?

A

Ob, yes.

Q

Could you say when y.o.u . .first met him?

A

It was at either a Natbual Academy meeting -- what

is this thing in Philadelphia we belong to -- the American
Philosophical Society meeting in Philadelphia shortly after
the war, late 1945, or early 1946,

Oppie was addressing a

meeting there at that time,
Q

•

Would you tell the Board very briefly about your

work with Dr. Oppenheimer on the Res4arch and Development Board
paIE!l?
·A

The Research and Development

Atomic Energy Standing Committee,

llV
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At that time Robert LeBarou,

'
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Mr. William' Webster was the head of the Research and
Development Board.

•

At Mr. Webster's request or suggestion

Mr. LeBaron formed a panel in the late fall of 1949, as I
remember.

I had a letter from Mr. LeBaron in early Nowmber

concerning serving on the panel, in which he told me that Dr.
Oppenheimer was to be the Chairman •. I accepted membership
and then had relations with Dr. Oppenheimer from then on about
it.
We had our first meeting early in December,

The

committee had nine members, three military, three of the
more academic scientists and three of the less academic.
General J, McCormick, who was then the military officer in

•

the AEC, reporting to the General Manager, in charge of
military programs, was ex officio and at all meetings.
The group was made up of Dr. Oppenheimer as
Chairman, Dr. Bacher, then of Cal Tech.
Commission.

He had been on the

Dr. Louis Alvarez of the University d. California.

Professor Charles Lauritsen ·of Cal Tech.

Professor Walter

Whitman of MIT, and myself were the civilians.

The three

military members were General K. ·D, Nichols of the Army,
Admiral W.

•

s.

Parsons of the Navy, and General R.

c.

Wilson

of the Air Force.
The general charge to the committee was for it to
view the status of atomic research in the Commission and its
progress, the state of the stockpile, wlth the knowledge of

MW
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the weaponry to come up with recommendations for the scope
and emphasis in the military applications of the Research
and Development Program •

•

MR. GRAY:

Dr. Kelly, may I interrupt for a moment.

I am afraid I failed to tell you that in the event that it
is necessary for you to discuss any restricted data, I would
appreciate your letting me know that you propose to do so,
THE WITNESS:

I don't propose tosay anything here

that in a closed hearing is not perfectly all right,
whether the people are cleared or not.
MR. GRAY:

All right, sir.

THE WITNESS:

•

I was stating the scope of the

examination as requested by Mr. LeBaron.

I think I had

completed by sayin* that we were going to look at what
the military applications of the Research and Development
Program should be· in the light of advancing knowledge in the
atomic area, and the stockpile and the military situation.
We bad abou• six days in December of meetings and went over
this1Abole matter,

It was the first time that I had seen

Dr. Oppenheimer in action in an operating sense in a
responsibility of this kind.

•

He was an unusually able chairman.

I have been on

lots of committees and chairman of some, and I would put him
right at the top in his patience in developing views and
getting the views of everyone, and promoting full discussion,
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and yet giving the minimum of waste time for busy people
that goes with committees of that size.

•

We came up. after much discussion, with very common
views because it

was in

an area where, excepting for the enemy

situation, there wa .. generally a background of factual
knowledge to work on.
After we had gotten to where we had a commonness
of view as to what we should say.· the program should be in
scope and emphasis·; Dr. Oppenheimer undertook the job of
preparing our report, which was an aid to all of us,

I

remember his staying on in Washington between meetings and
beyond meetings for drafting the report.

•

He drafted a report

which with very minor modifications, I would say, all of us
could sign as representing fully our own views as to what
the military emphasis in research and development should be •.
This was just at the thresljlold of the time where
atomic basic knowledge had reached the point that it was
possible to consider versatility.

By that I mean extending

the range of weapons well beyond that of the large free
falling bombs.

So this was rather a critical time,·

That opportunity for extending the scope of weapons •

•

that is, the range of versatility in military action was a
thing that needed very careful weighing and was weighed and
our report encompassed the views on how that should be
broadened.
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in the program that what happened in the succeeding years
was very much along the line or substantially identical to
the charter that we suggested as the Research and Development

•

Programming Plan.
Mr. LeBaron woote me, and no doubt other members
of the committee afterwards, expressing appreciation and
stat in~ the way that it had been accepted favorably in both
the Commission and the military,

Throughout this, Dr.

O.ppenheimer was one of us in views 0 that is, bad common
views with us, as to the best military use of the fissionable
materials and the kind of weapons that should be put into
development, and in discussion there was every evidence of

•

his dedication to the best use of this kind o f power in the
national interest possible.

Any divergence in views as they

developed were detailed and no greater difference in his
views on that from one of us to the other than there would
be between any two of us.

BY MR. GARRISON:
C'

Did you ever deduce that Dr. Oppenheimer ever

overstated, in your opinion, the need of continental
defense as dis.tinguisbed from the production of offensive

•

weapons and plans?
A

Quite the contrary,

Dr. Oppenheimer's views on

continental defense are so close to those that I have held
from my close contact with it that I could not distinguish a
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difference,
In the late fall of 1952, Secretary Lovett asked

•

1118 to head a civilian committee made up principally of top
bbsiness leaders, such as Bob Wilson of Standard Oil, and
top educational people, to survey the continental defense
problem and to put it in proper perspective with the rest of
our deterrent efforts.

General McCormick·, who had then come

over into the Air Force, I succeeded in getting as a
secretary to my committee.
During the progress of the committee's work which
was in the first several months of 1953 -- the committee was

•

then operating under Secretary Wilson, but Mr. Lovett had
cleared with him when he appointed us in November that he
wanted us to continue because it was goin g into the new
administration of Mr. Wilson -- and a number of times General
McCormick for me, as I had a lot of other responsibilities,
saw Dr. Oppenheimer.

I know particularly of two visits.

I

remember two visits to Princeton where he discussed with Dr.
Oppenheimer the evolving report and views.

Of course, this

could be said to be hearsay, but he recounted to me Dr.
Oppenheimer's oomments which were wholly favorable and

•

differed only in insignificant detail,

Dr. Oppenheimer felt

it wa,. a constructive judgment, which was in general, that
while the country had not given proper emphasis to continental
defense relatively, yet tbat our chief deterrent was strike,
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and that nothing shou 111 be done in bringing up to a proper
level a continental defense effort that would weaken our
strike,

•

That was the genera 1 philosophy.
We recommended certain organizational and planning

and procedural things to unify the program, but placed
it second to strike in the general program of our best
defense, and best deterrent aspect.
Witi the discussions that General McCormick had
with him I could distinguish no difference.

In fact, he spoke

very complimentary, so General McCormick related to me, of
the direction our thinking was taking.
I do not find the time to do a lot of talking

•

about these things that are directly concerned, but in the
Lincoln Summer Study, two of my members were on that study,
and I know from them that the views of Dr, Oppenheimer, who
was there occasionally and others of the academic side, were
very strong for looking into the Arctic lineand the kind of
implementation that was then

~t • ..,,,rL

in~Brass

8gard state, but in

proper perspective.
I have since hear Dr. Oppenheimer discuss the
defense aspect at closed meetings in the Council of Foreign

•

Affairs -- and this is in relatively recent months -- and
found his views there in general accord with the ones I
IDie held and pushed for a stronger continental defense,
better organized, unified, but done not at the expense of
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our strike power.
Q

•

What would you say as to Dr. Oppenheimer's

reputation for straightforwardness, directness, veracity?
A

Among his peers, he is, first, known and recognized

for his accuracy of thought and cleanness of expression.

His

words are considered generally well weighed and meaningful
because of their accuracy aud temperate.. I would know of
no one that knew him as well as I that would feel that he
overstated his position,
As to his veracity and dedication, I know of no
one in the program, with the high clearances that he has had,

•

and that I have, Q and top secret, everything he has done
and said gives a full appearance to a great dedication, as
full an appearance as any of us that are in and still cleared.
Q

Would you say that as Chairman of this panel he made

a contribution to the national welfare?
A

I am sure that he did,

In the form Dhat he writes

all of his things, getting the views of the full committee
that he shared, as to what the forward looking program should
be, getting it· clean, orderly and well placed was a great
contribution, as anyone working in the atmosphere of the

•

Pentagon knows the great need for, that is: of getting.
direction aud aim and purpose we 11 spelled out,. It was in
this report of the panel which was his fine, clean writing,
but which was the views of all of us which be shared.
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Q

What have you to say as to his reputation for

integrity and patriotism and your own personal feeling about
that?

•

A

Among his peers, those who know him and know his

work, I would say his reputation is the highest.

As to my

own personal belief, I know of no one in the program that I
would have any more confidence in their integrity and
dedication than I would of Dr. Oppenheimer.
Q

What would you say as to the eompetence of the

setup at Los Alamos and Sandia to handle the whole program
during the years while Dr. Oppenheimer served on the General
Advisory Committee, roughly 1947 to 1952.

•

A

I have known the situation there intimately since

January 1949,

That was my first entrance broadly into the

atomic weapon area.

During the war we had quite a good

s:lz ed job at the laboratory in au area that did not concern
Los Alamos directly, or Dr, Oppenheimer, and that was the
research and early development of the membrane used at oak
Ridge for diffusion, a very difficult physical chemical
job.

In early ·1949, the Commission asked me to make a study

of the Los Alamos-Sandia combined operation and make

•

recommendations as to any organizational changes,
in mind

They had

not a complete satisfaction of the applied end of

the weaponry, that is, after the nuclear job was completely
done, the clothing of that with all the a•rodynamic, electronic
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and seaar gear to make the completed weapon,

That, as well

as the nuclear, had been up at Los Alamos up until maybe

•

a year or two, I was in in 1949, and then that part of it
that had to do with the weaponry, exclusive of the explosive
unit, was moved to Sandia to be close to the military people,
·But both operations were under Dr.Bradbury, and that
was a contract with the University of California,
There was some question within the Commission, and
Dr. Bradbury himself, as to the operations in Sandia.

So I

spent the greater part ofthree months looking searchingly.
at Los Alamos and at Sandia, and reported orally

•

I made

the stipulation to the Commission that I must do it ora 1 ly,
as I could not take the time for a polished, finished report
giving my judgment of the very high competence of the
Los Alamos operation, and the quality of the people in the
program, the way they were attacking them, and while the
hii ldings .'Were temporary in the facilities for doing it.

',.,

Thl!applications end of clothing the unit that has
tbe explosive with the required aerodynamic and electroui9s, I
found was not up to the capacities of the country in that
kind of applied science and technology.

•

So I recommended

that part of the job be given to an industrial contractor,
as there were components at engineering judgment ar.d
background at high levels that just were not in the program,
and also knowing bow to recruit the kind of people to build
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S111Ch a staff.
That recommendat.ion was acted upai and Mr. Truman
requested the A. T. and T. that we eccept that Sandia

•

operation, and a subsidiary corporation of the Bell System
has been formed to do that.
The technical, the whole research and engineering
side of it is my direct responsibility.
in five

I spend one week

in fact, I am going out tberetomorrow -- so I bile

known the program intimately since 1949.

I would say that

the overall integrated program is the finest expression of
American scientific and technical ability, and that we are
where we are in the weapons program because o·f that plan for

•

doing it, its comp.etence and its relative freedom to operate
as scientists and technologists do in our society,
relieved from a lot of restrictions that come

in from

Civil Service, and other kinds of handling.
As I say, the only blamisb on that program in 1949
was the inadequacy of the applied technology havinc to do
with the aerody•amics, electronics and so on.
Q

Based on your knowledge of Dr. Oppenheimer, your

experiences with him, and bis reputation asyou know it, do you

•

believe that his clearance would be clearly consistent with
the interest of
A

~ational

security?

To the very best of my knowledge, I sincerely

believe that, and I think that his abSence from the programs
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and fr au the councils would be a distinct loss.
There is one observation, as I told you, that I

•

would like to make, if this is an. appropriate time, that I
think is pertinent to the aspects of the problem that I can't
testify directly on.
When scientists and applied scientists look into
the crystal ball in the early stages when there is not enough
~DOWD

about the facts of nature, you can find quite wide

and honest diversity of views whichclear ut)' and views become
substantially ccimmon when enough knowledge of nature's laws
and behaviorisms in the area come to light.
Taking an example, I was thinking last night from

•

my earliest entrance into science at the graduate level in
1914 and 1918, X was Millikan's research assistant in Chicago.
As I did, I did a great deal of the oil drop experimentation
that he was doing, first to establish that there was an
electron:_· with a unique charge, and only one electron.
During the early years of that there was quite a school of
thought that there was not, that there were electrons of
various sizes,

•

I remember a distioghished professor at

Vienna whose name has slipped my mind, that published greatly
on the sub-electron,

By 1917, there was enough accumulation

of the facts that agreed there was only one electron, which
is our primer today,
In this atomic area, as you know the Atomic Energy
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Commission has not been blind through the years to the
civilian app1ia£ion for power and of course have been looking
at pc:JWer applications for military with more vigor in the

•

earlier stages of it than they were at the direct civilian
economy applications.

But until the last year or so there

were competent applied scientists who lmew all of the facts
that had evolved certainly up to a year and a half ago, and
some of those that were right in the middle of it were of the

.

views that the civilian applications, while certainly
important to humanity, bad a distant date because of economic
considerations that you measure in deca·des
One of the ones who was right in the prcsram and

•

so had all of the knowledge from that side that I frequently
talked with about it in the last year and aha lf· .has changed

'

.

bis views

comple~ely,

and 11ays

l~

be

~s

'

.

and he now 1eels

cpµfident that economic power will be with us in

a depade.

Yet unti 1 there was more information that came from, .hi13
programs,' showing what economic factors

cou~d

be, he was of

the belief that it was a few decades at least away. .,.

('·i·'

DR. EVANS:

You say you did work with Bob Milliken?

THE WITNESS:

•

wi~h

Millik•n from 191A

lO

Board would

,'1i~e
I

i.

I

'
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System,: and have been 'there ever since.
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CROSS EXAMINATION
BY MR. ROBB:

•

Q

Dr. Kelly, may I ask what is your field?

A

I got my doctorate with a major in physics and minor

in mathematics, and came to the Western Electric Laboratories
in New York, and which later became Bell Laboratories in 1925
as a research physicist, and did my productive
applied scientist in the field of electronics.

wor~

as an

Since about

1936, I have been one with increasing scope of the
technology that have looked at what others have donerather
than doing it myself,

•

So over the whole field of telecommun-

ications and science and technology, I would say that I am
expert.

Q

Are you what is described as a nuclear physicist?

A

No, I am not a nuclear physicist.

I have kept very

conversant with it as an interested scientist, but there was
in my student days and my active days, there was nuclear
physics, and as it evolved, I followed it closely,

I have a

number of nuclear physicists in my staff, among them Dr. Fisk,
who was the first research director of the Atomic Energy
Commissidn, but knows as a participant the nuclear fission

•

field quite well.
Q

I have nser practiced

i~,

though,

You would not offer yourself as an authority on

nuclear physics?
A
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others have done, but not as an authority, because I have
not practiced it.

Because again I limit myself in tbe

amount that I 1ook at •

•

Q

And by the same token, I assume you would not

offer yourself as an authority on the Super bomb or the
thermonuclear weapon?
A

No, that is right,

Q

Who are the leading authorities in the country on

the thermonuclear weapon?
A

I

would say that the outstanding nuclear physicists

that are in the program, such as Bradbury and his immediate
staff, and Edwin Teller, and and Johnny von Neumann, would

•

be names that would first come into my mind.
Q

Dr. Lawrence?

A

Yes,

Again Dr. Lawrence is not a .Participant in

the sense these men are, but bas a great understanding.and
came up through nuclear.
Q

I

was not limiting myself to those who are not

participating,
A

He would be one of great standing and the head

of the laboratory doing a great deal in that field.

•
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A

Dr, Alvarez, who was on this committee, is another,

Q

Of course, Dr. Oppenheimer.
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A

Dr. Oppenheimer, Teller, Bradbury and von Neumann,

Those are the first names that would come to my mind, but

•

these that you add are in the same ball park •
Q

Probably•Dr. Oppenheimer would be preeminent, would

he not?

A

He would certainly bein the first four.

~

Whether he would bat first or fourth, you would

not want to say, but he would be in the first four.
A

That is right.

I would not be able to judge.

I

don't know that anyone could, because there are different
qualities to it.

•

Q·

Dr. Kelly, in this report that you spoke of that

your panel made in 1950, would that have been the report
dated December 29, 1950?
A

I would expect without referring to the notes that

would be right,

We finished our deliberations about the 22nd

or 23rd, as I remember, and my letter from Mr. LeBarron
is dated January 30,

He talks of the report having been

received and studied,

That is January 30, 1951,

So certainly

it was issued some time after December 22 and before January

•

30th •
MR. GRAY:

What was the date you mentioned?

MR, ROBB:

December 29, 1950.

BY MR, ROBB:
Q
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A

I could easily get it from the Department of Defense,

Q

Perhaps I can be of assistance.

In your discussions

in that panel, Doctor, dld you and your colleagues discuss
the so-called Super weapon, the thermonuclear bomb?
A

No, we did not.

cognizance.

It was not in the area of our

It was a research thing where it had not even

been proven that it would be, and it was not in a stage where
military application could be considered.

So there was no

discussion in committee at all about it,

Q

Would you say that again?

A

It was not in a stage of development where as

corresponded to the fission weapons you could be talking

•

about military applications knowledgeably and the different
ways that you would use it.

All the discussions, the formal

discussions of the committee..,.-if there were any. others 1 it was
individual and geparate from the meetings I attended -- was
about fission and not fusion,

Q

In

othe~

words, you felt that the fusion weapon

was s.omething in the future, is that correct?
A

Tba t is correct.

We were working for the Department

of Defense, and not the AIEC, and it was not ready to be

•

considered at that stage.
Q

Did you make any comment in your report on the matter

of thermonuclear warheads or fusion weapons?
A

•
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would fee 1 confident it was not there because it was not a
matter of discussion.

•

can't remember.

If it was, that is four years ago,

I

It is three and a quarter years ago,

MR. ROBB:

Mr. Chairman, I would like to read the

witness so1119th:llg from the report, which is classified,
THE WITNESS:
MR, GRAY:

I have Q clearance; I can look at it.

In that event, those who are not cleared

in this hearing room will necessarily be excused.
DR. OPPENHEIMER:

,Si~ce

thia is a report I wrote,

is this one I may listen to?
MR, ROBB:

•

Absolutely, Doctor,

llR.GARRISQl:

Mr, Chairman, we hoped that this

might not arise, but if it is the feeling of the Board that
it is importabt to its own understa·nd·ing of the case to put
this kind of question, of course it is entirely acceptable
to us, and

w~

shall withdraw.

MR. GRAY:

I "believe that would be best, Mr. Garrison

(Counsel for Or. Oppenheimer withdrew.)
(Transcript pages 199 through 201 , being classified,
appear in a separate volume,)

•
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•

MR. GRAY:

Would you excuse me

MR. ROBB:

I think counsel can come back now.

MR, GRAY:

That is wbatl was thinking.

I don't

want them excluded any more than necessary,
(Counsel for Dr. Oppenheimer returned to the
bearing room.)
THE WITNESS:

It appears there is a reference to the

thermonuclear job as.being more than just in the future and
my comments, Mr. Garrison, were that is a complete blank in
my memory, aud I have not attempted to get a copy of that
and read it be6re coming here.

•

What .I ·•aid was that the

thermonuclear bad not reached Sandia at all.

While I knew

the general situation and bad not tried to follow it, so if
it was discussed in the committee -- I first said I bad no
memory of it, and I still haven't -- but it must
discussed, buct I don't retain it.

bave.~een

But at any rate, the thing

it says there about the time of its development would have
been a thing that I in signing it would have bad to count
on Dr. Oppenheimer, Dr, Alvarez and Dr. Bacher as the nuclear
physicists who would know and whose judgment I would have
respected.

•

o~

But I can't recount because I don't remember any

the discussions between the three.
BY MR. ROBB:
Q

Dr. Kelly, were Dr. Alvarez and Dr. Bacher at that

time, that i!'I to say, 1950, close to the program of the
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Atomic Energy Commission?
A

Dr. Bacher had only recently resigned -- I think

it must have been within the year -- from the Commission

•

and gone out to Cal Tech.

So he was pretty well up to date.

Q

How about Alvarez?

A

Alvarez was in the Radiation Laboratory

and was

very knowledgeable on nuclear phenomena generally, but
what he would have known about this particular thing, having
that knowledge, I would not know.

He could well not be

all. current, but still capable of being so if he was given
information,

But Bacher certainly would have known, because

he would have been a part of the deliberations.

•

Alvarez

may have known, but I don't remember what part he t.ad in the
program at the time, other than being at the Radiation
L!lboratory at Berkeley.
C

Doctor, would you search your memory, please, and,

sir, tell us was

th~re

any discussion in your meetings at

that time as to whether or not the Atamic Energy Commission
had the capabilities, the personnel, and so forth, to
develop the thermonuclear weapon?
A

•

Any discussion of the thermonuclear problem is out

of my mind.

I have to say frankly that it was such a small

part of the whole, and was so distant from the things that
the committee itself could get. hold of -- I mean that the
military could get hold of in the time immediately ahead --
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that it has not stuck with me as one of the more than minor
things there.

•

Q

I just can't say.

In other words, Doctor, is it fair to say that the

thermonuclear problem, if we can call it such, was not a
major part of your discussions and was not considered at that
time to be important?
A

Is that correct?

It was not considered at that time to be ready

with enough knowledge about it to consider the emphasis h
.the military application area.

•

~

I see.

A

It had not reached that state of development.

I

knew from visits from time to time up to Los Alamos and I had
heard some discussions from Teller and others of the pros and
cons about the development as people will discuss in that
stage when there is insufficient data.

Whatever discussion

there was in this committee, I will have to say, not having
refreshed my memory without reading it, I can't remember
and would have said there was not dieoussion.
Q

Was there any discussion that you can recall of a

second laboratory?

•

A

No, not in this committee at all .

Q

Doctor, when did you say you first met Dr. Oppeuheime:

A

It ·was at a meeting after the war in Philadelphia

where be addressed either of those two societies that we
belonged to.
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close after the wa;, because it had to do with these atomic
problems, as I remember.

•

~

I am not pressing for the exact date •

A

I would guess 1945 or 1946.

even early 1947.

It might have.been

I cannot remember without refreshing my mind.

Do you remember when you maae that talk in Philadelphia?
DR. OPPENHEIMER:
MR. GRAY:

llay I answer?

Yes.

DR. OPPENHEIMER:

This was a joint meeting of the

Philosophical Society and the Joint Academy of Sciences in
mid-1945,
MR. ROBB:

•

We will give you the award for memory,

DR. OPPENHEIMER:
THE WITNESS:
tiPIS I met him 0

I made the speech.

He made the speech.

That is the first

I knew him by name.

BY MR 0 ROBB:
Q

How frequently have you seen him since?

A

It would average four or five or six times a year.

Since I am only testifying directly as to one occurrence,
this is the one occurrence where I had business relations,
common ob.ligations with Oppie, but I would see him at

•

scientific meetings or at Universities four to six times a
year, I would ·say would be a proper average •.
Q

But the occasion about which you testified was your

intensive experience with him,
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A

That is right.

Thiswas one where I saw him in

detailed action and taking a leadership as a good chairman·

•

should takeo
lllR. ROBB:

I think that is all I care to ask.

llRo GRAY:

Dro Kelly, I am sorry, I don't think I

can ask this question, because it involves the quotationo
May I ask this question:

If there appearedin a

report which yoa signed material which was not raflected in
the discussions, would you have raised the question at the time'.
THE WITNESS:

Yes, I would be very meticulous about

signing a thing if I didn't have views of my own from my own

•

knowledge on substantiate it.

I would have asked afterward,

or I would have had assurance from discussions that I do not
now remember, that is, I would not have signed with that in
there at the time I signed the report without a feeling that
it reflected the judgments of expertsin that area that I
respected.
MR. GRAY:

I understand that, and I think that is

quite appropriate, as you have said earlier, that you would
have relied upon the three members of this committee who
were particularly qualified in certain areas,

•

I am afraid I

perhaps did not phrase my question adequately.
I have no question about the reliability or your
sense of dependence and confidence in the individuals
concerned.
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report could have reflected discussiollS which the committee
did not actually engage in?
THE WITNESS:

•

I can't imagine that, beca119e again

knowing myself, I am confident that as of the time I signed
it, I would not have signed it with something in that I
either had not heard discussed and felt satisfied with or
raised questions about.

But my mind is just blank on that,

because it was such a minor thing of the things to get hold
of with the military. You must remember in a thing like this
you had the combinations of expertness.

There were questions

talked about in there about tossed bombing,
know a lot about it.

•

rt~

La•IJllen would

But Alvarez or Bacher would not

know anything about it,

So it was a combination of expertness

in different areas adding up to the total.

It just happens

that my memory over theyears has just dropped out completely
whatever their discussions there were, even to the point of
a comment as to the fusion weapon,

In so far as the military

could do or the programming could do at that time it is somewhat gratuitous because it just was not ready for the military
to get hold of.
MR. GRAY:

•

You felt as a committee member for one

reason or another the military was not

asking you to consider

•
thermonuclear weapons.
THE WITNESS:

That is right.

In the scope of the

things that the military themselves would be concerned with,
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which really was the things at hand in the next year or so
there had been a meeting two years before, or a stufy of

•

this kind two years before -- it just was n.ot in that ba 11
park.
MR. GRAY:

Were you engaged in the earlier st!Jt?

THE WITNESS:

No, I was not in the earlier study,
'-·

It was referred to.

.

I don't remember what was in it but

we bad before us in the committee the study of the two years
before.

I remember having read it then, but I don't remember

a thing that was in it now,
MR, GRAY:

•

Thank you, sir.

OR, EVANS:

Dr. Kelly, were y.ou surprised how

quickly they did develop the thermonuclear weapon after they
started on it, or were you not?
THE WITNESS:

Sir, I was very much surprised,

As

a peripheral person on that and hearing the discussions about
it before there was data up at Los Alamos and -- they were
not discussions like this was business, because I would not
have been in them -- but these were discussions preceding.
cocktail parties on the Hill where Teller and others were

•

engaged in speculations.

The general views I had of the

discussions there was that it was a long hard row.
MR. GARRISON:
THE WITNESS:

What year was this?
This was along in the 1950-51 time.

I can't place it closer than that.
llW 32835
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MR. ROBB:
Washington.

May I interpose that you are in

You are talking about the Ifill,

You 1111an on

the Hill in Berkeley, California?

•

THE WITNESS:
Alamos as on the Hill.

Down in Sandia we always speak of Los
I would go up to Los Alamos about

every other or every third trip to Sandia.

At one of those

in the early days of the nuclear physicists considering the
structure and the problems involved, I remember a lot of
cryogenic questions, just bearing those as a peripheral person
cleared to bear it -- the judgments I got and I well remember
it waQ a thing we would not have to worry about for quite a
while. "We" meaning the Sandia Corporation •

•

DR. EVANS:

If you had to venture an opinion

on it,

your opinion would have been that it would have taken two or
three years or longer than tbat?
THE WITNESS:

That is right.

Frankly I was and am

greatly surprised at the tempo of advance and I believe that
all in the program are somewhat surprised at some of the
simplifications that are coming to light after you get
hold of the things physically and can see them.
DR. EVANS:

•

Would you put the Englishman, Chadwick,

in that list of people that know about it?
THE WITNESS:
program.

Of course, Chadwick was out of the

This is not the king of thing that we can discuss

with Englishmen after the Atomic Energy Act.
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direct) in the program during the war.

But Chadwick, John

Cockroft ard among the names I would first mention in England
of nuclear physicists who are very knowledgeable,

•

they kllow about bombs•. I don •t know.

But what

lfhi le I see them at least

once a year, we don't talk about bombs, because it is illegal.
MR. GRAY:

Do you have any further questions?

MR. GARRIS(!(:

MR, GRAY;

No,

Thank you very much, Mr. Kelly.

We

appreciate your being here.
MR, ROBB:

Mr, Chairman, would it be in order for

counsel to suggest a five minute recess.
MR, GRAY:

•

(Brief recess.)

•
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MR. GRAY:

Tbe proceeding will begin again.

Whereupon,

•

J. ROBERT OPPE:RBBilllER
.l"\>eumad the atand as a witness, and having been previously
sworn, was exaimed and testified further as follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION (Continued)
BY MR. GARRISON :
Q

Dr. Oppenheimer, would you care to -ke a coment

about some of the -ttere touched on by Dr. Kelly in hi•
teatimony?
A

•

If the Board would permit it, I would like .very

lllUCh to comment on it.
Kelly has told you I

This panel meeting about which Dr •

re~erred

MR. GARRISON:

to yesterday.

Could I interrupt a minute, please?

The Board will find the reference to this panel
on the second page of Roman II, Membership on Government
Committees, No. S{b).
THE WITNESS:

It was next to the last item in my

testimony yesterday just. before I told about Vista.
you the personnel and the critical atmosphere

•

~f

I told

the war,

I would like -to stick as much as I can to nou-•::J »ssified
things.
I believe I told you yesterday two things about
the period of this report.· One was that it was the period
after Chinese intervention in Korea when general war was
very much in everbody's mind, not aa a remote but aa au
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illllll8diate thing.
The second was that it was a low point in the

•

prospects on the Super.
that opinion.

What you have heard read reflects

Dr· Kelly would certainly . not have been more

than a bystander in the formulation of this opinion.
said, this was not his job.

As he

But the impression created in

. his testimony seems to me to need amplification.
Bacher was a member of the Atomic Energy Colllllission
until sometime before.

Be was a continued consultant to

Los Alamos and spent a good deal of time there.
General McCormick was the Director of the Division
of Military Applications to the Commission, and was respon-

•

sible for Los Alamos, received regular reports from the
laboratory, talked with everyone involved that.he wished to
talk with and was well informed.
Be is not a nuclear physicist, but he kaew the
views of nuclear physicists.
Lauritsen is a nuclear physicist.

Bis whole life

has been spent in nuclear physics except that part spent
in atomic development.

Be was a consultant during the war

and has been very close to the program of all forms of

•

atomic development •
Alvarez is a nuclear physicist of distinction and
was, I believe, one of the initial promoters of the crash
program for the Super, and has always had a great interest
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in the work.
General Parsoaa was a member of the evaluations

•

group at that time,

Be had been at Loa Alamos,

Bis job

was to keep in touch with current developments.
General Hicbols

his status at that time I have

forgetten but I think he was in Research aDd Development in
the Army.
All of tbeae men bad access to every document and
report that existed and were lalowledgeable not aa to deep
problems of contempary physics, but as to the practical
problems and evaluations which were current in the various

•

places where work was going on or evaulation considered,
Berkeley was one of them and Alvarez was there,

I, there-

fore, think that there was a very substantial group of people,
McCormick, Parsons, Bacher, Lauritsen, Alvarez and myself,
who knew what was believed

&

that moment and who bad a chance

to evaluate it critically,
Any judgment that was expressed about tbe tbermomuclear program could have been expressed only with tbe conseaaus, the complete agreement of all members of that
committee wbo knew about it and tbe undertaking on the part

•

of those who didn't.
One other thing,

Walter Whitman was a mumber of

tbe General Advisory Committee and bad complete access to
all reports and so on, and be was, I think, a member of tbe .

•
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committee.
The only thing I wish to protest is the suggestion
that I was the only person cQlllPetent to judge and that I

•

sneaked a.conclusion into the report that had DOt been
thoroughly hashed out.

I

also concur with Dr. Kelly's state-

ment, of course, that his primary interest was in other
aspects of it.
Do you wish to question me about that at all?

MR. GRAY:

Mr. Robb, do you have any questions?

MR. ROBB:

No, not at this time.

DR. GRAY:

I think not, Dr. Oppenheimer.

Would

you proceed?

•

BY MR.
Q

GARRISON:

Would you tell the Board now, Dr. Oppenheimer,

about your appointment to the General Advisory Committee in
1946 and thena:>mething about its personnel and its purposes?
A

I think I did describe mY appointment which was in

late 1946.

Our first meeting was in early 1947.

up by bad weather.

I think

Dr..

I was held

DuBridge and I were both

held up by bad weather and arrived late for the meeting.
MR. GARRISON:

•

This is on the first page of Roman

II, Item 4,
THE WITNESS:

When I arrived I found the other

members of the c0111111ittee had held a meeting and elected me
chairman.
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accepted that position.

We agreed that ,we would elect the

chairman at every subsequent meeting, that is, the first

•

meeting of each year.

I was re-elected at first without any

concern on my part, but later with great concern.
COJ!MI

I will

to thatwheo we co- to that t i • in the history.
I think you have the names of the •mbers of the

committee.
DR. EVABS:

Yes.

THE WI'l'lCESS :

It is in my letter.

It would only

bore you to repeat the names.

•

MR. GARRISON:

They are right before the committee.

llR. SILVERMAN:

These were not all members at the

same time.
THE WITNESS:
in my answer.

No.

But I think that is spelled out

It is obviously an elllllinent committee and a

varied collllllittee.

I can assure you that it was not a commit-

tee that regarded itself as subject to manipulation, or
that it was subject to manipulation.
BY 1llR. GARRISON :

•

Q

What was the statutory function of the collllllittee?

A

The law spells out that it is to advise the Com-

mission on the scientific and technical aspects of research,
development, production, materials, something along those
lines, a rather clear ma.Ddate.
We, of course, from the very beginning recognized
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witb relief that tbe job of decision making, tbe job of
negotiation witb otber parts of tbe GoverD1111ut, tbe job of

•

management, tbe final job of determination, rested elsewhere •
It rested witb tbe Comiissiou, with the Depart-ut of Defeme
tbat was to establish military requirements, or ratber, witb
tbe President who on tbe advice of the Department of Defense
was to establish military requirements; with tbe Congress
that carried out the appropriatious.

Our job was limited to

advice.
A scientific advisor has, I tbiuk, one overriding
obligation,

It is bis principal one in wbicb he i• delin-

quent if be fails, and that is to give the best fruits of

•

bis knowledge, his experience and bis judgment to tbose wbo
have to make decisions.
Be must attempt to study tbe problems tbat are
put before him, to analyze them, to relate tbem to bis own
ezperencie and to say what he thinks will happen and what
he tbinks won't happen; what he thinks experiments mean;
what he thinks will happen if a program is developed along
certain lines.
It is not possible to give this advice except

•

against a background.
tions you ask.

Tbat background is tbe kind of ques-

Very often tbe things that are· assumed in

the questions you ask rather than state,

If you are on your

toes sometimes you can say that the question is not asked in
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the right way.

That a different question should be asked,

But by and large you will find yourself advising on wbat

•

concerns the people to whom we are feeding advice.

This

through the ,ears changed a great deal.
I have already testified that as of early 1947,
the prospects of any meaningful international action in the
field of Atomic Energy were largely gone.

The problem that

we faced then was to devise a program which 11Duld regain
so- of the warti- iq>etus and visor, and above all to
make available the existing nowhow, the existing plant, the
existing scientific

talelll:~o

make this available in the

form of a·ctual military strength.

•

It was not so available as of the first of January
1947,

I need not go into the classified details.

They are

certainly available to you if you want them.
In the period characterized by the Russian bomb
and the war in Korea and the Chinese intervention, the background of many questions was immediate readiness for general
conflict, or the best we could do with regard to tbat.
In the last days of my service on the general
advisory committee, one of the obvious questzi>ns was this:

•

Since things are going quite well for us, wbat can we do,
what should we do, to be prep ared against enemy action?
Ho doubt the enemy will have sometime or other similar success.
These changes in the nature of the background were
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always there and I don't want to pretend that scientific
advice iD practical matters is like doing au experiment just

•

for the purpose of aatisfyiua your curiousity •
The GAC did not, strictly speaking, abide by its
terms of reference.
not.

I would say in two or three ways it did

ID the first place iu the early days we knew more

colectively about the past of the atomic energy undertaking
and its present state, technically and to some extent even
organizationally or some parts of it, than the Commission did.
The Cbmmissbn was new; its staff needed to be
recruited.

•

We knew about Los Alamos; we knew about Sandia,

we knew about the Argonne Laboratory at Oak Ridge, and it
was very natural for us not merely to respond to questions
that the Collllllissiou put, but to suggest to the Commission
programs that it ought to undertake; to suggest to the
Commission things that needed doing of a technical sort.
Very frequently we would be asked, what will be
the best .way of organizing this; what will be the best
conditions for recruiting scientists and for making their
work productive?

•

We never regarded that as a serious viola-

tion of our terms of reference •
As time went ou and the Commission through its
Staff and actually in its membership knew more and.more
about the program, we tended to let the questions come from
them.
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sometimes ·a set of questions about them at the beginning of
every meeting.

•

We would try to answer their questions rather

than digging up from our own experience things that we knew •
This transition took place as the members of the
committee became more remote from direct active participation in the program and as the COllllllillion•s understanding of
its problems improved.
Sometimes the CODDission would address to us questions which were not obviously related to scientific and
technical advice.

I would mention at the least three.

The Commission reviewed with us its security procedures. the procedures, I think, under which we are now

•

sitting.

I believe their interest in doing that was to find

out whether these would seem fair and reasonable to scientists.
I don't beJ.eve we responded in writing to that, but we
probably said that this looked like a very fair set up.
The Commission reviewed with us very often the
hassle about the custody of atomic weapons •. The Act provides
that the President shall arrange their transfer from the
Commission to the Military Services.
both technical and political probl.sms.

•

This involved, I guess,
We in this case con-

fined ourselves to talking about the technical problems and
pointing out that there were much more important political
ones which it was.not our job to pass on.
The very broad terms -- and this, of course, I am
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sion addressed to us thequestion of tbe Super Bomb was

•

another example, I tbink, where it did not consult us purely
on the technical problem, but asked.advice in which supposed
technical competence and general good sense were supposed to
be

blended.
I haven't got all the ezamplea, and I know many

times we boWed out and did not answer tbe questions whicb
were not technical and scientific.

Often we were seduced

into answering them.
The committee, during my chairmanship, met about
thirty times in regular stated meetings.

•

impressive thing -

I think the moat

maybe we did some good -- but tbe most

impressive procedural thing is that the committee bad nine
members; that means 270 attendances, and I bialieve there
were not more than five, or something close to that number
of absences.

That is, almost always everybody would be

there and it was a rare meeting where two people, if there
was such a meeting, would be absent.

There were occasions

where a member was abroad, as in the case of Dr. Seaborg in
our meeting in October, 1949.

•

But they were not frequent •

This active interest and participation, I think,
shows that the members of the committee, whatever the truth
was, felt tbat what they were being· asked to do was important to the nation and they bad a contribution to make.
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We had several

s~b-committees

appointed very early

in the same, that is, into the natural divisions of the

•

problem: A subcommittee on weapons, with Dr. Conant of
Harvard as chairman; a subcommittee on reactors, of which, I
think, Dr. Cyril Smith was chairman; and a subcommittee on
research, of which Dr. DuBridge was chairman.
We also had an ad hoc subcommittee which lasted
only a limited time to consider tbe problems of the best
possible way in which existing or shortly to be available
plant and existing raw material could baused to increase the
quality and usefulness of the product, here, I think, only
:from the point of view of weapons; that is, how did you

•

operate this plant?

Did you operate them in parallel ; were

they independent units, and so on.

That was under the chair-

manship of Fermi, who was from the tnliversity of Chicago.
The committee as such had some foreign relations.
BY lllR. GARRISON:

Q

By

"foreign relations", you mean with other agencies

of Government?
A

Thank you; with other agencies of Government.
We met quite frequently, especially in the early

•

days, with the military liaison committee.

It was usually

present during our final report to the COllllllission.
The committee, at least once or more than once,

appeared before the Joint Congressional Committee,
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members appeared in open sessions during the spring of 1949
and in secret sessious.

•

We once, I think, called upon the Prealent and
wrote him an unclassified progress report.

At the end of my

service we wrote him a top secret proaress report which I
sent over and talked over with him when I visited him.
But by and large our relatias were only those
established by law to advise the Collllllillsion and we stuck
pretty closely to that.
There is an important qualification to this.
members of the committee were consultants to

•

of the laboratories.

ODe

Many

or another

Rabi, for instance, was a founder of

Brookhaven and very much interested in it.
consultant to Los Alamos.

Fermi was a

So was Von Neumauu, who ca• on.

later.
lllaDY of the members of the collllllittee had counectious
with Oak Ridge and the Argcme Laboratory.

In addition to

that we were,· of course, a part of the general traffic of
scientists.

We knew each other.

Therefore, we had another

function besides advising the COmmission on technical matters,
and that was to represent to the Commission when it was a

•

clear and obvious thing, the views of our colleagues and to
represent to our colleagues the views of the Commission.
I mean by this, those who were engaged in the work,
if the matters were classified; those who were not engaged in
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the work if it were such a think as the support of basic

13

science or a fellowship program or anything like tbat.
We got our information initially because we had it

•

in our beads and had some reports left over from earlier
times, overwhelmingly from Comm1saion sources, but to

SOlll8

extent also by direct visits to the laboratories and by calling in directors of the laboratories, by calliDS in staff
from ths laboratories, so we tried to keep up to date,
I think we had Bradbury on very many times to tell
us about the weapons work in the early days.

Our Secretary

was John Manley, and he was Associate Director of Los Alamos,
so he would bring a report to us, sometimes semi-official

•

and sometimes informal, of what was going on •
We consulted with the directors of all the laboratories at one time or another, and where relevant, with tbe
people in chargeof production plants.
We did one other thing which perhaps was not
quite within the terms of the statute,

Occasionally we

would propose for the Commission, or rather, prepare for
the Commission a statement of views which we would authorize
them to make public.

•

These were non-classified statemsnts

in bearinp before the Congress or in anyway that they
wanted,
I remember one such occasion when we thought a
public statement would be desirable to set the atomic power
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problem in aome kiDd of perspective so that people would
not ezpect tbat coal aDd oil would be obsolete the day after

•

tomorrow.

We drafted a statement of this k1Dcl.

Pirst it

was secret and then w got all the secret stuff out of it and

banded it to the ColDissiou.

It used it in aome YllY -- I

tl*lk not a terribly effective way -- 1D a report to Concress.
I think it was 1D regard to the use of isotopes, the fellowllhip progra-, the promotion of baaic research.

We wrote

aeveral documeuta for the 0>nn1SB1ou to us if it would do
them any good •
BY BIR, GARRISON:

•

Q

When you say, Dr, OppeDheiMr, that the colDittee

acted beyond th• .statutory frame of reference, .what you
really mean, I take it, la that you did not act in violation
of the statute?
A

Oh,

Q

But that it simply came about tbat the Atomic

Eue~gy

DO.

COlllllisaiou

loo~d

to your committee for help aDd

guidance in ways that perbaps bad not been forseeu?
A

•

That is exactly right.

The Comm.salon relied on

us very heavily, especially at the beginning, and relied on
us for lots of thiDgS that were not provided for in the Acti
where we felt we could help them we did.

Our concern was to

give them every possible encouragement and sgpport,
Q
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you testified a little earlier, as the Commission became
more and more expert in its own field there ns correspoDdiqrly less dependence for this kind of asaistance from the

•

committee?
·A
Q

That is right.
Now, would you tell the Board something about

whet the committee actually did and begin with the first
uetine?
A

Uy recollection is not clear as to what happened

at the first and what happened at the second meetine, but 1.
think this is perhaps not too important,
Very early in the game we thought it important to

•

see whether we agra or had any views at all about what the
job of the Commission ns.

That, of course, was the Colnia-

sioli'• bueill9ss to determine, but the nature of the advice
we gave would be dependent on that.
Without debate -- I suppose with some melancholy -we concluded that the principal job of thl[I Commission ns to
provide atomic weapons and good atomic weapons and many
atomic weapons.

This referred to atomic explosives.

There

are other things, like the atomic submarine that you can

•

call an atomic weapon, but that is not what we had in mind •
We thoupt it had three other undertakinp,

We

thought from the first that however remote civil power might
be, the Commission had an absolute mandate to do everything
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it could ecoDOlllically and fruitfully to get on with the
e~loration

•

of it.

We thought that the Commiaaion needed

to respond to requests froa the military and needed to alert
the military establiabmentas to other applicatioDS of atomic
energy of military use, of which propulsion, radiological
warfare may be two example.

I won't attempt to evaluate

them at this moment.

The third thing that we felt -- and it was not
really third in our feeliDCS, but simply in a budgetary and
practical way -- was that the Coillmission had a mandate·to
stimulate basic science in this country: The training of
scientists; I guess just the acquisition of knowledge is

•

what the law states.
At that time there ezisted in the Off ice of Naval
Research one very Cood goverD111Snt agency which was promoting
basic science in many different fields with great forethought,
wisdom and skill.

Some of the thinas the Office of Naval

Research did touched on tie field that the 6Dnission was
in on atomic science.

We never had any feeling that it was

bad for the ONR to be in that.

But this was to come up over

and over again and I will return to it a little bit later •

•

These were the principal themes that occurred to
us at the first meeting and the one that separated itself
by urgency and importance in our own minds was the weapons
field.
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Q

That required attention first of all to the state

of affairs at Loa Alamos?
A

•

Yes.

.

I think perhaps I should say tbat we did

at one early meeting conside~ whether Los Alamoe was the
right place for weapons development.
Q

This is DOW 1947?

A

This would be early 1947.

It was set up during

the war for reasons which I went over yesterday.
mote.

It is expensive.

It is re-

It doesnot have very free access

to a university or laboratories not under its control.

There

could have been arguments that a fresh start with something
of the vigor that Loa Alamos had when we began it might have

•

been deairable.
We concluded at the first meeting that this waa
impractical; that LOs Alamos had proved itself and its survival value by beiDg there,
working on atomic bombs.

by

having a good staff, it was

It was not only working on atomic

bombs but doing a lot of miscellaneous physics and chel!liatry.

But it existed and the notion of starting up something else
or tearing this down seemed to us full of dangerous delay.

So our first set of recOllllD8ndations to the Commis-

•

sion was addressed -

I think there were a lot at one time -

but at any rate first among the recomendations were the
recOlllll8Ddation to get Los Alamos
rate place.
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The Commission bad asked ua either at our first or
second 11111eting to review the report I described yesterday

•

on the job in atomic energy which n
Stimson's panel.

bad written for

Ur •

They asked ua the -question : Have any of

these objectives been attained?
ti- was rather short.

They bad not been.

The

The objectives were not easy.

I

think we said strictly speaking nom has been attained.
are some now that ought to be added that have co11111
the msantime.

up

Tilers
in

That report was not entirely co11111lete.

We suggested that every inducement be made available
to mke work at Los Alamos attractive in1he way of salaries

•

aDd housing, but above all in the morale sphere in the
sense of givinc the men who were there the feeling that they
were doing something vital for their country and in getting
abroad in the country the sense that Los Alamos was not something left over from the last war, that work on the atomic
bombs was somehow not an entirely creditable occupation, but
quite the contrary feeling that there was nothing the nation
neeeded more.
Tbis did result in vast building programs at Los

•

Alamoa, in the expansion of the laboratory, in the availability to the laboratory of a great many people who were not
trafficking there at earlier times.

People

go

out now for

the s - r months and have been for the last five or aiz
years and they come as consultants.
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There is harly a clear and qualified scientist

18

in the country who is not available to Los Alamos for consultation or for such things as he is good for •

•

They bave established a scheme of sub-contracting
which enables them to draw in even further resources than
they can put on thisrelatively limited mesa.
I am not going to take all the recommendations of
our early meetings.

In the first place I have not looked

them up and I don't have them in mind.

I will rather follow

the weapona themselves.
There had been, I think, some thought about napom
development after I left Los Alamos.

•

There was one meeting

which I could not attend OD the thermo-nuclear program, and
there. were lots of things left over from the wartime to get
people interested in -king better weapons, better here
meaning a wbole lot of thinga.

It means obviously getting

more bang for a buck.

It means more ecoDOmy in the use of

fissionalbe naterial.

It means getting weapons which give

you the maximum versatility in the kind of delivery system
we have, so you don't have to use very big bombers and so on.
It means versatility in the size of weapons and

•

their ezplosive effects.

It means the ability to use the

fissionable materials that.are produced in some rea119.aable
proportion to how they are produced and iD some reasonable
recognition of overall ecoDOJll.Y of neutrons and productiop
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facilities.
Very early in the gaM it beca• clear to ua tbat

•

nobody was going to pay attention to improving weapons •
All tbat happened ia tbat there were lots ot blueprints and
lots of models lying aro\llld alld the only way to get this
business really iaoving was through a testing program.

The

pay-off with atomic weapona is to see if they really work as
we think they do.

Sometimes you do this test to prove out a model
which is essentially what you think is right.

Sometimes you

do it in order to see, as well as you can by ezperi11&nt, bow

•

things areworking in the explosion and guide you in future
design.

Good tests usually combine these features.

I believe we were extremely strong in urging that
a test facility be established.

I know tbat we worked

quite bard to get accepted the initial Los Alamos program
for the Eniwetok teats which were a little more ambitious

-

tban was generally approved and where we felt they were
really very much needed.
We ware worried about the test site out in the
Pacific as the only test site because of the cumbersomeness

•

and the long advanced planning tbat was required.

But the

problem of getting a continental teft site was one to which
we could not contribute much except to say that it was very

much needed and tbat we hoped it would be available.
llW
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GRAY:

May I ask, when you say .._ .. 1 you are

always referring to Ga\C?
TBE WITNESS:

•

GAC.

For this field I am talking about tbe

There -re ponts on which

They were not very frequent.

11'8

had differences of opinion.

I believe in the napona field

they 11'8re not very major.
Tbere

-r~

differences of opinion about the proper

way to get reactor Ci11,1elopment going and perhaps some difference of opinion about the value of various forms of military propulsion.

Wbat I am recitinir now I believe to be

UDanillOU&.
BY MR. GARRISON :

•

Q

Dr. OppeDbeimer, in all of the recommendationa

that 11'8re made throughout these years from 1947 to 1952, during which you were chairman, did you concur in those recommendatiou yourself peraonnally?

I mean to say that if there

were differences of opinion, were there any instances in
which recommendations were made in which you did not concur?
A

I think there may be that there were, but I don't

remember them.

They were not on points that seemed of great

importance.

•

lllR. GRAY:

May I ask as a matter of practice if

the comm.ttee made a report and then if members had

llOlllll

difference of view they were reflected in a separate memorandum?

TBE WIT?mSS: The way it worked is the following:
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Jfaybe I had better go back to procedures.
irenerally opened

by

The meeting was

a Meting with the Comaisaion, SOMtime•

with the military liaiaon committee, at which the

•

C<ll

tssion

would discuss with us 'tlbat was OD its mind, what advice it
wanted.
There would be a period

of

briefiDP in which

documents were brought in and the Staff came and ve:roy.often
members of the various laboratories came and told their
story.

tlllually there was more to comider than could be

adequately considered in a two er three day meeting.
We then would go into executive session, go over
the program aloud aDd being to talk about questious.

•

times it was clear that the amwer was obVious.
it was very tough.

SOM-

Someti•s

Sometimes we felt that the right aDSWer

would be very difficult for the Coimission to carry out aDd
we had the problem of giving.our advise to the commission in
a way which was both honest and useful.
When we were about clear as to wliat we had to say
we would met again with the Commission, and occasionally

with the military liaison committee, and at that point I
would usually sumarize out loud what our thouarhts were and

•

a record would be made of that.

If I knew of divergences

of opinion, I would call on those who had any divergent
opinion to express tber differences,;

If I didn't know about

any, in any case I would go around the table asking for

RW
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comments.

There almost always were

SOIM

com.nts because I

.

bad :roreotten 80llllthing, or I bad given an empbasis which

•

was not right, or soma one wanted to streDCtbea wbat I bad
said.
'!'bis oral report I tben aade tbe basis o:r a letter
to tbe Commission wbicb was our immediate report to tbem.
This was circulated to tbe111Bmbars o:r tbe committee wbo could
approve it and it was brought up :for approval and a•Ddment
at tbe subsequent meeting as to wbetber it was an adequate
expression o:r tbe Commission's views.
I remember one iastaace ·in wbicb tbere was a
d18seat

•

-- one aDd only one iastance -- :from my representa-

tion o:r the view o:r anotber •mbar 'l'bo said I bad not gotten
it straight aad wbo wrote a letter amplifying.
We also, aot always, but normally kept minutes.
I say not always because I bave tbe iq>reasiia tbat tbe - t
controversial meeting in tbe light o:r history, that o:r October
1949, llinutes were not kept.
something.

Tbe ••ting was too bectic, or

The secretary never wrote tbem up, but wrote

notes afterwards,

You know that better tban I do,

Tbe reports of tbe Commission, o:r course, though

•

tbey usually were top secret or often tep secret, were tbe
Commission'• property , and if it wanted to aead tbem over
to tbe Joint Congressional COllllllittee, or tbemilitary liaison
cOlllllittee or anyone else, that waa :fine witb us.

llW
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The minutes of the meeting, which often told what
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kind of hassles we had, what kind of

ar~nts

or considera-

tica, we •de available to the Conndsaion to tbrow whatever

•

light they could on what we knew and what we thought, but we
asked thea not to distribute the minutes aiDCe they identified
individuals as saying this or that.
I think this is how the record was kept.
BY llll. GABlllSON:
Q

I wanted the Board to be sure, Dr. Oppenheimer,

that when you recount, as you are about to do -- and, indeed,
as you have already begun doing -

sOM of th8 i.Dp>rtant

things that the committee recommended to the Commission and

•

urged upon it in the national interest, they were all actiom
in which you yourself wholeheartedly approved.
A

If I had dissented, I would certainly have said ao.

Q

So that the Board can understand that, you were

really talking as much about your own views and contributiona as you are about other people.
A

Yea, although I need to make one point clear.

It

is very important for a chairman to get everybody into the
act and not to dominate a meeting.

•

I think my normal prac-

tice was to bring up a question and then see what other
members of the COlllllittee would say.

I would not wish to ·

testify, and I can•• testify, that the viewa which I came out
of the meeting with were always the same aa the viewa I went
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into the meeting w:lth.

Th:ls was a matter of discussion,

Somet:lmes new facts were brought to light, 1111Deti•• we learmd

•

th:lnga n

had not kDOwD before; aometi•s people talked •

out of what I orginally thought.

But I certainly never

incorporatedin a report anyth:lng different than I thought
was the best advice that I would give at thatl point.
Q

You have spoken

DOW

about the stress wh:lch the

ccmm:lttee laid on the importance of teats for the development
of atOJD:lc weapons.

Do you want to say something about some

of tbe other aspects of weapon improvement wh:lch you pressed
for in those days,
DR. EVANS: Pardon me, but may I ask one question

•

about these tests before you leave that?

Dr, Oppenhaimer, were there what we m:lght call bad
tests that did not come up to your mathematical calculations?
TBE Wi'mEss : I aa not sure whether the anmr · to
th:ls is classified or not?
DR. EVANS:

May be I should not ask it,

TBE Wii'HESS: The Security Officer has left, but
I will take the chance,
DR, EV.Ami:

•

I will hold the question,

THE WITNESS : All right,

The answer is of some

interest, but not, I think, in connection with whether I am
fit to serve the country,
im. GARRISON:

ll1f
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be glad to etep out.

TBB WITNESS : Let us not have any more claesi:lld

•

stuff tban we bave to •
I

ought to say that at our firet ••ting or two, I

don't r&Mmber which, we brooded to a very considerable
length about the thermo-nuclear program.

I

thi.ak the etate

of affairs was that not much was kDolrD about it, it had not
been pursued very vigorously, and the UDJmO\fDS overwhel•d
the kDO\JDS.
BY !Ill. GABRISON :

Q

Just to recapitulate, the work in the thermo-nuclear

field beiran when at Los Alamos?

•

A

of 1942.

The theoretical work began in Berkely in the sUllllllllr
The thermo-nuclear work was pursued merely as a

theoretical job and not a developmental job.

I

thi.ak it

would naturally have been somewhat intensified after the war
with the view of amking better measurements and better calculatio1111 because it was one of the interesting things to
do.
The

question we tried to ask ourselves was:

Ia

there enoup in this so that it ought to be pushed, or i•

•

it something that will be a distraction from the very immediate job of getting some weapons into the places where they
are needed?

Our aDBWer was, I think, the following: That

is was a very interesting problem or set of probleu; that
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if work were going on at Los Alamos it would attract first
rate theoretical Pb7sicists and tllat the probability was

•

tbat if people studied the thermo-nuclear problems at Los
Alamos this would help the other program rather than hurt it
because it would have the effect of increasing the bz'aina
and resources of the laboratory.
I will have to give you a C0111Plete review of the
thermo-nuclear thing, but this was our initial recommendation.
We made a number of other observations relevant to
the weapons program.

I think one of the important

ones --

I am not sure we were the first to do it -- was to keep aaking the Commission not how many bollba should they make,

•

becauae that was not our job -- that was the job of the
military establiahlllent -- but what were the real limit& on
how many they could make.
available?

Bow much material could

be

made

Because even thouah very great strides were made
;

between 1947 and 1949 in the effectiveness with which material
was used, there was still the question:

Ia the plant We haw

being used in the best possible wa:v?· Ia there any inherent
limitation on the plant?

•

sustain more plant?

Is there enough rawiaterial to

Is there anyway in which you can re-

l:lwe the limitation on raw material?

Does this come back

to a dollar limitation?
We addressed to the Commission from time to time
questions intended to make clear to the military establishment
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that the requirements tht1y were placing for atomic weapou
were perhaps all that ca.ild be done right then with exi•ting

•

plant, raw material, operation and bomb design, but by DO
meam all that you coulJ do if you really set to werk on it •
The very lar;;e expansion programs 11bich, of c1>Urse,

were not approv'd or formulated by us we:re ce.rtainly in
part

stilllula~d

by the set of q·aestioua.

Thora haw beeri

se~eral ,..q1an11ion programs and the whole 11tomic weapons
•

caper..'.ty has riBe"n enormously,

It took qu:l.te a whil11 for

thiu to take hold, but I thi11ll: we atartefl on 1t fairly early,
I

We were very conce1ned -

I think probably this

concern reached its maxim.um •luring the 7>Drean 11,r, but

•

started earlier and continued later -- to adaptlng atomic
warhead• so that they could be used tiy a variet:' of carrie;•s,
'l'hia sometimes meant develO',;>ing desigaa which

Wll.\'8

not frOlll

· the point of view of nuclear physics the mos·t perfect design
because you had to make a comprOlllistJ in ord11r to g•!t the
thing light or small or thin or wh:Atever else it vn1s that
the carrier required.

But experirJDCe shewed that mlmost

every improve-nt that you made in tryinf; to make, ·1et u•
say, a physically smaller atomic bomb wan reflected in an

•

improvement in the performance of the larger ones,
So as thi• thing began to unroll you could not
really tell whether an effort aimed at making an atomic bomb
that you could ahoot out of a machine gun
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obviously uuclassif ied example

~

would not also help the

very laree bombs which are the most efficient.

•

Thia had something to do with tryiug to bring
together the enormous program of which our chairlllan surely
knows a good deal of missiles and the adaptation of weapons

plans and missile pleD8.

In this connection we welcomed the

building up of Sandia that Dr. Kelly ha• described to you,
and tried generally to get as much coordination between the
hardware side, the military application aide, and the develcpaent of the atomic explosives themselves.

I believe we were

rather early iD this preoccupation, which later became quite
ireneral •

•

We were concerned with flexibility and made a
number of

rec~ndatioD8

to ti. Coaaiaaion, which I need

not spell out, the purpose of which was to be sure that if
durinir a war you found out bollba you had were not exactly
the one you wanted you could do so•thing about it.
that.

DO

We felt

amount of crystal balling would make it certain that

your stockpile corresponded to what you really needed in
combat.
We suggested a variety of devices

•

by

which you

could take advantage of what you learned in combat and co•
up quickly with what you needed.
I have listed these as some of the 111DgS about
weapoona.
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separate item.

I might run rather briefly through the other

aspects of the C?ormntssion•s work that I have 1111ntioned.
The war almost stopped the training of scientists

•

in thia

~ountry

aDd this &tarted up acain at ao accelerated

pace :l.nder the G.I. Bill and the rest of it.

But it was very

clear that there were not enough people io the country to do
the things that were needed.

The couple of billion dollars

which we now spend oo research and developMot is not all
spent oo the salary of scientists, but it ia very often
bottlenecked by scientists.
It seemed to us that the source of all this was
·uaveraities and university training • .It seemed to ua that

•

the source .of all this was the research in universities, io
other words.

It seemed to us that the source

~f

the good

work that bad been done in the war was net io applied science
but io the pure scientists who had learned their stuff io
the hardest of all fields, the ezploratioo of something that
is really not

~

and really

oew.

We encouraged the Commission to take a number of
steJ)ll which we thought would help this.

They have, first

of all, their regional laboratories, of which Brookhaven is

•

a

good

example, Argonne is a good exaqile, Oak Ridge and

Berkely.

There we tried to get the Commission to do so•thiog

which waa only partially successful but has been quite succasful· in Brookhaven, and that is to separate as sharply as
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possible the secret and sensitive things which ouebt to be
guarded and restricted, and the things tbat are just publisblld

•

all the time in tbe journals, and therefore, to make it
possible far these facilities to serve as wide a group of
people aa possible without involving delaya and clearance
procedures and in order to maintain reilly secure tbe thiD88
tbat -re secret.
We tried very hard to get tbe Commission to support
work which was net dll'ectly obviously related to tbe practical applications of atomic energy.

Tbere -re arguments

in those days that the Commission was so shorthanded, ao
in need of pbysiscists that the best thing tbey could do

•

was to make it hard for physicists to get jobs so that tbey
would cc.a and work in tbe various laboratories.

We thouellt

that.was quite wrong; that tbe beat thing they could do
was to support pbyaics in the udrersities, that this would
provide tbe young MD -- and it bas, of courae --' who would
be able to man their various laboratories in the years to

come and they should do at least aa well as tbe Office of
Naval Research in those fields of science which

•

they were supposed to be responsible for and chemistry, physics, geology.

by

atatute

atomic science

Tbey have done this and a..:v

one who picks up a contempary pbyaics journal will see in
it innumerable example where it says tbat this work waa
aupported by the Atomic Energy Comnission.
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The level of activity in pbysica, especially, but also
in chemistry baa been very much. raised by their efforta and
the number of people practicing bas been enormously raised •

•

Wll.at is more tbau th.at, if you

DOW

go to a coutemperary

Atomic Energy Commiaaiou Laboratory, a lot of the bright
ideas and a lot of the beat work ls done by mu whose name•
were not kDOWD seven or eight years ago and wll.o bave .precisely come up th.rough. university training in the meantime.
Thia ls true of Los AlallOB and it is true of all the others.
I tll.1Dk on th.is we probably push.ad the Commission and
they regarded us as people wb.o were after all largely professors and university presidents and we were pleading a

•

special interest.

We did plead a special interest, but we

believed it to be in the national interest, too.
Where poasible in basic science n

urged the Commission

to make its uuclasalfled facllitlea available on a world-wide
basis.

A good uuy scientists from friendly nations bave

come II.ere to do experiments, to learn tecll.Diques and also
to teach. us wbat they knew, and th.ere are magnificent •xa1111Pl4I•
of international collaboration th.at bave taken place in the
Commission's laboratories.

•

I tll.1Dk the moat striking la

probably known to you •
In 1947, I guess, the big accelerator at Berlully started
operation.

llaybe it was 1946.

People i-diately looked

to see whether the new high. energies th.at were i:.-siq provided

llV
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were creating mesons which we Jmnr were created in the
coallic rays, but which were not artificially created before.

•

They looked for montba and montba and the reports were
negative.

This seemed very puzzling from the pdat of vi-

of the theory.
A young Brazilian who bad been studying in England
arrived at the Radiation Laboratory, Jm- the technique used
there, exposed a few photographic plates and there were the
mesons.

'l'bis is a smll illustration of.the need from the

scientific point of vi- of the international collaboration.
I think I need not poin t out tbat it is also a
very limited but a very healthy element in the general

•

structure of our alliances and in the good feelings that
exist between people in other countries and here at home.
The Commission has, I think, and we so represented

it, an obligation to mke available to industry and to technology and medicine those facilities which by statute it

.

and only it can operate.

It has fulfilled this very well,·

The distribU'\:ion of isotopes had been begun by the Manhattan

District.

It has been enormously expanded and speeded up

and improved by the COlllllission.

•

'l'bis is one example •

The use of reactor• for both secret and non-secret

work is another example.

I don •t know haw much you have

found it profitable to leaf through the General Advisory
COlllllittee reports.
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counties& occasions where either

in general *eria& or

in

specific terma we tried to steer the COllaission on a couree
which would enable it to do tbe maximum for ki1erican science.
•

I am not so proud of our record in tbe reactor
prograa,

This we never managed to give as effective advice·

about as I wished,

We worried a lot about it and you will

find that if the advice was not

good

it was at least copious.

I think one reason for the difficulty is that
progress in reactor developgant, whether for civil or military purposes, is a very expensive thing,

It is

the kind

of thing you don't do in a samll university laboratory,
is a bic industrial enterprise,

•

It

It may cost 10 million

dollars, it may cost 50 million dollars.

It is not sometllnc

you can just try out for size.
We found it very hard to compose the auflict between
the.need foran orderly and comprehensive and intellicible
program of reactor developmsnt and the inevitable enthusiasm
which groups would get to have for their

OWD

pet baby and

which maybe was a reactor which was not especially illuminating from the point of view of the program as a whole.

We

thought at one time that this could be helped by centralizing

•

the. reactor development work and so recommended to the com;.
mission.

This was one of the recommendations which was

opposed •

Fermi thought ·.this was bad advice ,

it never happened,
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been good or not.

We tried very hard to get so111e kind

of policy committee of the people who knew about reactors,

•

and that was formed, a committee of Oak Ridge a.nd Argonae
and General Electric scientists, so that they would get so111e
agreement and not all push their own babies.
We strongly urged the Commission to get somebody
in Washington who was an expert in reactors and it turned out
to be the Director of Reactor Development, Dr. Hafstad, who
held that job from the beginning.

I am not clear that he

will be on any of your lists.
What in the end happened was that we began to

•

sort out better and the Commission began to sort out better
what the reactors were for, and therefore have more
rational criteria of which ones to build,

They were for

production. the production of materials for bombs.
for military propulsion.

They were

They were for learning about reactors

so that you would know how to build the next ones better.
Thae three purposes I think we recognized in 1947 er 1948.•
After that I think the Commission's program began
to take extremely good shape and we have moved very far.
We always liked the submarine reactor, not only because it

•

would b.e a useable thing in warfare, but it looked close
enough to civil power, relevant enough to civil power, to be
of interest from that point of view, t.oo.
I believe we dragged our feet very much on the initial
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plans for flying aircraft with nuclear power.

It seemed to

us a very long range thing, and one that ought to. be approached
in the spirit of research rather than have a definite

•

development aod commitment,

When I last heard about it, this

was the state of affairs.
BY MR.

Q

GARRISON:

This brings us

logically to the report on the

H-bomb in the fall of 1949.

I don't know whether the Board

would think this was an appropriate point to adjourn or
whether we should go ahead and start on it,
MR, GRAY:

I think we should start on it, Mr.

Garrison, if you don't mind,

•

BY

Q

MR. GARRISON;

The story begins, I take it, with the Russian

explosion of an atomic bomb mn September 23, 1949?
A

I don't think the story begins there.

back a little bit.

I will go

We can begin in the middle and go both

backward and forward.
In September of 1949, I bad a call from either
--------=---=-=~--"'-"""'-~.:

General Nelson or Mr, Northrop, .. lf'ihey were involved in the
·-------- -·

•

~-· .. --~ :-·---~-

- --

--·:-~~~-_:--·1;;,.:0-:

2. -

j
'

foreign atomic explosions, and they said that they had
bing very important,
- - - - - - - - - - - ........ ~----

- ,...._~~'-- - ,.__._,,..'--- ""'""' __ ..,,,..,...__,.

~-=,._----,--=~ ..-------~

A little later I came down to Washington and met
with a panel.
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advisory to General Vandenberg.

I never was entirely clear

as to who the panel was supposed to advise.

•

MR. GRAY:

This appears in the exhibit?

THE WITNESS:

That is right,

This was Admiral

Parsons, Dr. Bacher, Dr. Bush •

•

DR. EVANS:

Where is that?

MR. ECKER:

It is Item 6, II.

DR. EVANS:

Yes, I have it.

THE WITNESS':

I think I had seen a good deal of

the evidence before the panel was convened.

In any case, we

went over it very carefully and it was very clear to us that

•

this was the real thing, and there was not any doubt about it •
We so reported to whomever we were.reporting.
General

I think it was

Vandenb~r_!;'-="T~~: w_a~~:,~t~~ ~-om~· for

at least it

jcould well have been, and there was no reason to doubt that
l i t was a good one_.___ _ _

..

. ·

---------Yesterday yo1 read

.

..

evidence that in 1948 I was not

thinking it would come so soon,

.·------

------~=-=·

That was the prevailing

---~~~~~~~~--opinion, In every meeting of the

General Advisory Committee

nearly we had a briefing on what wa; called atomic intelligence

•

It is common knowledge that prior to the Soviet explosion;
ij

1
f

actual explosion and the probable date quite a lot later.

i

fact

I
llW
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we didn •t know what was going on.

The

So this came

as an immense shock, and to everyone involved clearly meant
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\

re-thinking of many aspects of United States policy.,

_ _ _ _ ......

'"'"---~·

•• -.·.J.c-.·--

•.

I went over to the State Department where the question
was being discussed -- I aas asked to go over by the

•

Under Secretary -- should this be publicly announced by the
President ind I gave some arguments in favor of that.
I don't know who finally resolved the matter, but
the President did make a public statement.

I was taken.up

to hearings before the Joint Congressional Committee.

General

Vandenberg certainly appeared and probably Admiral Hillenkoette:
and other people whom I have forgotten.
quite skeptical as to whether this was
MR. GRAY:

•

The committee was
~he

real thing,

Is this the GAC?

THE WITNESS:

No, the Joint Congressional Committee.

They were quite skeptical and I was not allowed to tell them
the evidence.
secret.

It was understood that this was to be kept

All I could do was just sound as

se~ious

convinced and certain about it as I knew bow.

and

I think by the

time we left the Joint Congressional Committee understood
thatUlis ev•nt had been real.

I do remember Senator

Vandenberg's asking me, and it was the last time I met with
him -- he bacame i 11 not long thereafter -- "Doctor, what

•

do we do now?"

I should have said I don't know,

say we should stay strong
our friends.
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healthy, and we IDllke sure of

This was immediately before the General Advisory

Committee meeting.

llV
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The committee bad a whole lot of stuff on its docket.
I have forgotten the details.

•

We disposed of that

There

a docket for us.

business, and we talked about this event •

At that point Dr. Rabi returned.
the UNESCO Mission.

wa~

He had been in Europe on

He read about this in the newspapers.

The President had announced it,

He said very naturally, "I

think we ought to decide what to do.
advise the Commission."

I think we ought to

I opposed that.

I think most all

other members of the committee did on the ground that it might
take a little while to think what to do and also on the ground
that many of the things to do would be done against a

•

framework of gowerumental decision as to which at that point
we could only speculate,
During Octolllr or late September, I think October,
a good many people came to see me or called me or wrote.me
letters about the Super program.
things,

Dr. Teller arrived.

I remember three three

He told me that he thought

this was the moment to go all out on the hydrogen bomb
program.
MR. GRAY:

May I interaupt?

This is

following

•

THE WITNESS:

Following the GAC meeting

~f

September

and prior to the meeting in October.
Mil.

GRAY:

Yes.

THE WITNESS:
l1V 32835
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were there together or their visits partly overlapped,
although I am not sure.

He was very worried about it.

Re

will testify,

•

BY MR, GARRISON:
A

About what?

About the thermonuclear program, whether it was

right or wrong; what Its relations to it should be.
he will testify to that better than I can.

I assume

It was not clear

to me what the right thing to do was.
MR, ROBB:

You say to you or to him?

THE WITNESS:

To me.

I had a communication.

I

can't find it as a letter, am!I don•t know whether it was a
letter or phone call.

•

It was from Dr. Conant.

He said that

this would be a very great mistake.
BY MR, GARRISON:

Q

What would be a great mistake?

A

To go all out with the Super.

will testify to this.

Presumably he also

He did not go into detail, but said

if it ever came before the General Advisory Committee, hw
would certainly oppose it as folly.
The General Advisory Committee was called to meet·
in Washington, and met on two questions which were obviously

•

related.

The first was, was the Commission doing what it

ought to be doing,

Were there other things which it should

now be undertaking in the light of the Soviet explosion.
The second was the special case of this; was it
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crash development, the most rapid possible development and
construction of a Super among the things that the Commission

•

ought to be doing •
Now I have reviewed for you in other connections
some of the earlier hydrogen bomb tale.

The work on it in

the summer of 1942, when we were quite enthusiastic about the
possibility, my report on this work to Bush, the wartime
work in which there were two discoveries,

one was very much

casting doubt on the feasibility, and one which had a more
encouraging quality with regard to the feasibility.

Of the

talks with General Groves in which he had indicated that this

•

was not something to rush into after the war.

Of the early

postwar work, prior to the establishment of the Commission,
Of our encouragement to the Commission and thus to Los Alamos
and also directly to Los Alamos to study the problem and get
on with it in 1947 and 1948.
The GAC record shows I think that there were some
thermonuclear devices that we felt were feasible and sensible
and encouraged.

I believe this·was in 1948,

But that we

made a technically disparaging remark about the Super in
1948.

•

This was the jUdgment we .then had,

I remember that

before 1949 and the bomb, Dr, Teller had discussed with me
the desirability of his going to Los Alamos and devoting
himself to this problem.

I enco1r aged him to do this,

In

fact, he later reminded me of that, that I encouraged him in

lllil
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strong terms to do it.
Now, the meetings on --

•

Q

BY MR. GARRISON:
•
The meeting of October 19?

A

The meeting of October 19, 1949,

Have we the date

right?
MR. ROBB:

October 29.

THE WITNESS:
the following.

October 29.

I think what we did was

We had a first meeting with the Commission

at which they explained to us the double problem:
they do and should they do this?

•

__ of

What should

We then consulted a number

people.\w~ h~~'i;-;h~-intelligence

people,

I ought to

say that oevffr during my chairmanship of the GAC, never at any
time when I had access to it, did I learn of any intelligence
that the Russians were working on hydrogen weapons.
been true, but there was no evidence.

It may hav•

We always presaed the

officers to find out.

-·----- --- .
--

-

We had consultations not with the Secretary of State,
but with the head of the policy planning staff,who represented
him, George Kennan. as to what he 1hought the Russians might
be up to, and where our principal problems lay fron the point

•

of view of assessment of Russian behavior and Russian
motives.

We bad consultations with the Military Establishment,

Genera 1 Bradley was there, Admira 1 Parsons, I think General
Hull or General Kyes, head of the Weapons Systems Evaluation

1 Rlf 32835
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Committee• Gonera l Nichols, probably.
all.

•

I won't try to reca 11

Also Mr. LeBarron.
Prior to this meeting there had been no great express .

of interest on the part of the military in more powerful
weapons.

The atomic bomb had of oourse been stepped up some,

but we had not been pressed to push that development as fast
as possible.

There had been no suggestion that very large

weapons would be very useful.

The pressure was a 11 the other

way; get as many as you can.
We discussed General Bradley's analys.is of the
effects of the Russian e,.plosion, and what problems he faced,

•

and with the staff, of course •
Then we went in to executive session,

I believe I

opened the session by asking Fermi to give an account of
the technical state of affairs.

He has always been

interested in this possibility.

I think it occurred to him

very early that the high temperatures of
be useable io igniting lighter materials.
extremely critical and clear bead.
this.

a~omb

He has also an

I asked others to add to

Theo we went around the table and everybody sa:ld what

he thought the issues were that were involved.

•

might

There was a

surprising unanimity -- to me very surprising -- that the
United States ought not to take the initiative at that time
in an all out program for the development of thermonuclear
weapons.

lllf 32835
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Different people spoke in different •ays.

I don't

know how available to you the actual record of this conversation is or even whether it fully exists.

•

But there was not

any difference of opinion in the final finding.

I don't know

whether this is the fi•st thing we considered er whether we
considered the Commission's other question first.

I imagine

we went back and forth between.th• two of them.
To the Commission's other question, were they doing
enough, we answered no.

Have:iou.read this report, because

if you have, my testimony about it will add nothing,

MR. GRAY:

I believe that the report with two

THE WITNESS:

•

MR. GRAY:

Annexes •

I don't know whether they are actually

annexes, but two supplementary statements, I don't know
whether that is in one page signed by two people or two
separate sheets.
THE WITNESS:

MR. GRAY:

The report itself you have,

The report isavailable.

BY MR. GARRISON:

•

Q

I think you better say what you reoollect of it,

A

I recollect of it th&t the first part of the report

contained a series of affirmative recommendations about what
the Commission should do.

toward weapons expansion, weapons improvement and weapons
diversifiation,

l1W
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Some of them involved the building of new
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types of plant which would
regard to weapons,

•

of the Amount,

give a freedom of choice with

Some of them involved just a stepping up

.I don't think that this expressed satisfaction

with the current level of the Commission effort.
On the Super program

i~self,

I attempted to give a

description of •hat this weapon was, of what would have to go
into it, and what we thought the design would be,

I explained

that.the uncertainties in this game were very great, that one
would not know whether one bad it or not unless one had built
it and tested :l,t, and that realistically one would have
to expect not one test, but perhaps more than one test.

•

That

this would have to be a program of design and testing •
We had in mind, but I don't think we had clearly
enough in mind, that we were talking about a sbgle 4esign
which was in its ·essence frozen, and that the possili lity
did not occur to.us very strongly that there might be quite
other ways of going about it.

our report bad a single

structure in mind -- or almost a single structure -- whose
characteristics in terms of blast, of damage, of explosive
force, of course, and certainty we tried in the
describe as faithfully as we knew how,

•

itself we were unanimous in

hopi~g

re~ort

to

I think in the 1'4118rt

thatthe United States would

not have to take the initiative in the development of this
weapon.
There were two annexes, neither of which I drafted.

IRf
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There is nothing of restricted data in those I believe, but
perhaps we can't read ·them into the record anyway,

Are

there any restricted data?

•

MR. ROI.ANDER:

I think the question raised is

whether other security informatton might be divulged.
THE WITNESS:
MR. ROLANDER:
MR. ROBB:

How many bombs we lllVe and so on?
Yes.

Perhaps Dr. Oppenheimer could give us

his summary.
THE WITNBSS:

It is a long time since I read them.

This ought to be in the record, ought it not?

Could you

let me read them?

•

MR. ROBB:

They lave been available to Dr. Oppenheime

ever since the letter was sent to him.

I think that was

clearly understood, was it not, Doctor?
THE WITNESS:

I was told by counsel that I would

be al lowed -llR.

ROBB:

Any reports that you had prepared?

THE WITNESS:
MR. ROBB:

That is right,

So far you haee not come down to avail

yourself of it.

•

THE WITNESS:
MR. ROBB:

I see •

We have extracts of them, yes, sire.

THE WITNESS:

I would think I might read the two

annexes and paraphrase them.

RV
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MR,

GRAY:

I

think 1 am going to ask. that we

recess now, because there is not another matter to bring up

•

not

rel~ted

to tbe testimony,

I

think in tbe meantime, Mr,

Robb, the Chairman would like to be advised about this,

MR. ROBB:

The security aspect?

MR. GRAY:

Yes,

So we will recess now until two

o'clock.
(Thereupon at 12:Z5 p,m,. a recess was taken until
2 o'clock p.m., the same day.)

(Classified portion of Dr, Oppenbeiaer'e statement,
pages 258 to 265, inclusive, appear in separate classified

•

document.)

•
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thinr: if thill'I affair could have been averted on the' part' ·
of the Rul!l11ian11J, I aa quite clear that we',.;,J1Cl'b9 ·in·'a safer

•

world today

by

far •

MR. GRAY:

Would you repeat that lal!lt sentence."· I·

di~n't quite cet iti•

r .·
.ff.,

THE

-11 a11

WITNESS:

'

.

.,

If the developaent

by

the (~8";' i•' .. ,.

us of theraonuclear weapona could have been

by

·'

averted, I think we would be in a soaewbat safer world
today than we are.

God knows, not entirely safe because

atoaic boa'bl!t are not jolly either.
I reaeaber a few coaaenta at that aeetinc that I
believe it beP.t that people who are cominc here to testify

•

f!peak for the-elves about; I aa not sure ay -ory 1B
richt--coaaents of Ferai, of Conant, of Rabi, and pf

DuBri~ce

as to how they felt about it.
MR. GRAY:

How aany aeabers of the GAC are" 'Seine

..

'

IOI.

GARRISON:

j

..

called by you--the aeabers of the GAC at that tiae?.

THE WITNESS:

l

"

For or five, I think.

llr.• Conant, Dr. Dubridce, Dr. Fermi,

ij •

Dr. Rabi, Dir. Rowe, Mr. Whitaan, Professor Von N~uarib-·~

THE WITNESS:

•

llR. GRAY:

"

It is a substantial me•~~i;{J,P.

MR. GARRISON:

~·-.,

He -8 not there.

t'

,

.

\'

.
\

We have a stateaent from Jl%i, llanlcv

tha.t - wi~probably introduce in written fora to avo~d t~.
necessity of calling him from the State of Washington,
ih\
lllf 32835
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THR WITNESS:

g9

I do not think we called Dr. Cyril

Saith, but I will testify that he was an ardent signer of

• •
these docuaentP

•

Jill. GARRISON:

Mr. Seaborg was away.

There were aeetings after this.
TBE WITNESS:

Yes.

I think we have to keep

strictly away froa the technical questions.

I do not think

we want to argue technical questiona here, and I do not
think it is very aeaningful for ae to speculate as to how

we would have re11ponded bad the technical picture at that
time been aore as it was later.
However, it is my judgeatnt in these things that

•

when you see something that is technically aweet, you go
ahead and do it and you argue about what to do about it only
after you have had your technical success.
it was with the atomic boab.

That is the way

I do not think anybody oppoaed

asking it; there were some debates about what to do with it
after it was made.

I cannot very well imagine if we had

known in late 1949 what we go to know by early 1951 that
the tone of our report would have been the saae.
ask other people how they feel about that.

•

You -y

I aa not at all

sure they will concur; soae will and soae will not •
In any case, after this report, we had a series of
further consultations.

I reaeaber that almoat i . . .diate

afte!"Wllrds, I cn'!lt'Julted with the Secretary of State--! think

llW
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I collf!ulted with hill twice, perhaps alone and once with the

clO

head of the Policy-Planning Staff--aod we talked about this

•·

prob le•.
I re•e•ber that the C01111iasioo called us do1r11

&Olleti•e after our aeetiogs, October 29 meeting, called only
those •-hers of the Ce>1111ittee that wre nearby, those on
the East Coast--Cooaot, Buckley, Rabi and me, five of us-and we went into it in a •ore informal session and that 1a
the first time that I beca•e aware of a division of opinion
in the C01111issioo and presumably we explained what we had
in •ind.

There is no record of that meeting, or at least I

have no record of it, and I have forgotten the details.

•

I

know they bad another GAC meeting before the President's decision was made, and the Com•issioo asked us to a•plify those
points.

PreP.umably that was done and presumably you have

access to those records, and I have no vivid recollection as
to what was said.
Io addition to that, toward the end of the period
during which the President which making up his mind, I was
called by the Joint Committee to
had in mind.

•

I

come and esplaio what we

was out in California at the time, but when

I got back, I did appear before the Joint Committee.

·This

was immediately before the President's decision waa made,
and I knew how a decision was co•iog out, but I tried to
explain what we had in •ind as well as I could.

lllf
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gll

is presumably also available to you.

It is a fairly lone

statement, question and answers frOll the senators and conirressaen, and I think it stresses the same points as our

•

first report; that is the impression I have.

It ·ia not

accessible to ae.
In any case, the GAC which had a habit of always
beinir: around when somethinc was happeninc waa in Washincton
when the President issued his announcement sayinc that we
were going ahead with it.
llJI.

GARRISON:

THE WITNESS:
thingP:

•

The date of that was when?
January 29, 1950.

I remember two

One is that in the relatively short interval

between October ?9 and January 29, the technical prospect&
for

doin~

what we were planninc to do had

deteriorated.

This was to continue for a long time, and the ssential points
had not yet come up.

By that time, we were also

~uite

worried how to carry out the Presidential directive.

I

believe that our report of that •-ting, January 29, 1950,
said something like this:

we are not aoina to go into the

question of the wisdom of the decision.

We now have to

look at how to carry it out, and we pointed out that there

•

were several things that the Commission needed to cet very
busy on if the program was to match.

It had to make certain

materials available in order to support the Los Alamos efforts,
and it had to rearranae its proaraas in certain ways in order

llV
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to get on with the job, and I think it was probably at that
tiae that we got into the detail• of the Savannah River Plant,

•

The dual purpose of this seeaed just rte:ht in view of the
tp"eat technical uncertainties which were both qualitative and
quantitative which then existed.
I believe that in every subsequent GAC report
where we gave advice on the theraonuclear protp"aa, on the
super part of it or the other parts of it, that the problem
before:r us waP what to do and how to cet on with it, what made
sense and what did not make sense, and that the morale and
e.thical and political issues which are touched on in these

•

two annexes were never again mentioned, and that we never
again quePtioned the basic decisions under which we were
operating.
We tried, I think, throughout to point out where
the really· critical questions were.

There was a tendency in

this job, as in many others, to try to solve the easy problems
and try to leave the really touah ones unworried about, and I
think we kept rubbing on the toughest one, that this had to
be looked into.

That was done not completely; perhaps it

is not abPolutely done completely today, but the situation

•

developed in a m011t odd way because, by the spring and BU1111er
of 1951, things were not stuck in the se1111e that there was
nothing to do, but they were stuck in the se1111e that there
was no progra• of which you c;ould see the end.

llW
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Now, different people re11ponded differently to that.
Teller also pointed out quite rightly that there were otber

•

possibilities that aight turn up and other people took a
very categorical view that the whole busine11s wa11 nonsense.
llR. GARRISON:

Scientifically non11ense.

THE WITNESS:

Fcientifically nonsenee,

ay own record was one that it looked 11our but w

I believe
have bad

lots of surprises and let's keep open-ainded.
I was under very considerable pre11sure to report
in bleak tera11 through the General

~dvisory

C01111ittee to the

Commission and to the ailitary on the prospects.

I remember

General McCormick saying that we bad a duty to do thi11.

•

At

a later time, I reaember Admiral Parsons saying tb.t we had
a duty to do this to the ailitary rather than to the Coamill11lon.
We were in somewhat of an uncomfortable Jl()8ition.

We recoa-

aended against this; it was not going well, and we didn't
quite think that it was right for us to say how badly it was
going on the ground that this might not be credible, might
not be convincing.
What we did do was hold a meeting--perbaJIS this
was the Weapons Subcommittee of the GAC--out at Los Alamos at

•

which we had talks bv the people working on the job--Wbeeler,
Teller, Bradbury--I will not try to list them all--but, anyway,
the people who were really doing the work, and we kept a tranacript of thefle talks.

llV
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whose vie'Wll -re represented and -

asked the• to edit the

transcript and trall9mitted this transcript to the co. . iasion,

•

not as a report of ours but ae a firsthand report of· how
thinp looked.

I think thill would have been in the •1D11141r

of 1950 or it aay have been somewhat later.
At the sa- time

-

-nt over the program.with

Los Ala•os, there were weapons t-tinc procra-, their calculation programs, and I believe you will hear evidence that
at least some people out there thoucht we -re just the opposit•
of harmful but quite helpful in connection with this job.
We also kept in touch with and tried to help the

••

production activities of the Comaission, some of the encineerinc activitieP that -nt alone with the ba•ic re•earcb and
development,

It was partly, I think, in r .. po119e to the

sense that a report on this matter also needed to be available in military circles. that the hydrogen Super bomb,,..
included in this report of the panel that we heard of this
•orninc; it was toward the end of 1950, but it was all a
part·,

that part of the advice or which seems to •e is - t

central and basic and inescapable responsibility which ill to
tell what be knows of what is goinc on and what be kuoWB of

•

the truth.

I feel that in this 1119 did our

duty rather well.

There are thine& that you probably want to question
•e about in some detail in the General Banacer's letter.
Tbey have to do with unauthorized diatribution of report•.
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We have an affidavit which we will introduce later which

sl5

throws SOile licbt on it.
docuaent.

•

To me, it was an utterly mysterious

I did, of course--I won't say of course--in fact

did show various GAC reports from tiae to time to a very few
people who were actively encased and responsibly encased in
the program.

The purpoae of this was certainly not to per-

•uade them to come over to •Y vie1111 but to elicit their viewa
and have a discussion.
I showed some of the reports on the Super to Von
Neuman~

at tbe Institute who is a very close friend and a

very responsible man and whom I knew to
for this program.

•

be

a great enthusiast .

I bad no notion at all that this was

soins to change bis mind but I tbousht it risbt to show them
and be certainly was pleased that I did.
I showed nothing at Los Alamos.

I wasn't there,

and you wt.11 have a record of what happened, which I think
will satisfy you as to why some of these documents were . . de
available and bow little that involved me--at least this is
the •tory that I think will emerge.
It is also alleged that I kept people from workilllf
on the hydrogen bomb.

•

If

of our views which gotto

by
be

that it is meant that a knowledce
rather wide-spread bad an effect,

I cannot deny it because I don't know, but I think I can deny
that I ever talked anybody out of workins on tbe bydrocen
.bomb or det!'ired to talk anybody out of workinK on the bydrocen
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sl&

bomb.

You will have some testimony on thi•, but •ince I

don't know who the people are who are referred to in the

•

General Manager's letter, wbat I •ay misht not be entirely responsive.

I know that in one case there was a very brilliant

younir physicist called Conrad Loniraire.

I think he was at

the University of Rochester.

In any case, he had applied to

come to the Institute, and -

irranted hia a -•benrhip there,

and he said that he would like to so to Los Al8llOll for a
year and I said, "Find; iro do that, and you can have your
-•bership here at any tiae you want it," in an attempt to
make the decision easy for him, because he didn't want to

•

irive up bis Institute membership.
there are other cases.

I don't know but that

Loniraire iB •till there.

There are times when they communicated with

M

saying that it would be nice for hi• to spend a year at the
Institute, but he has not come yet.

I think we will have to

get into the details if there is anythinir about ay slowinc
down the work on the Super, because, as a ire-ral alleiration,
I find nothing to take hold of there.
HR. GARllISON:

suit your convenience to ask Dr. Oppenheimer questions that

•

you have in mind about any of these portions, or would you
rather do it at the end?
UR. GRAY:
end.
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MR. ROBB:

cl7

I think it 'lllOUld be preferable to ask

the questions at the end.
MR. GRAY:

•

I think that would be preferable to set

the continuity of Dr. Oppenheimer's testimony.
THE WITNESS:

I think it would be fair to say that

between the firt!t of 1950 and early 1951, my attitude toward
thil! object was that we didn't know how to make it, and it
was Eoing to be very hard to make, ·but we had been told to
do it and we must try.
In the spring of 1951, there were some inventions
.

made.

.}.

__

-._. . . .____ .:.___·_· ------

They were not discoveries, really; they were inventions,
--=--~~-~·

new

•

~d_e8.s,r;nd

:.:i

from then on it beca- clear that this was

r-

a program which was bound to succeed. ~. it';i.ght not succeed

/

r

•!

-=·~-t=flrst shot; you miirht mab.- a:i.~t~k:;;', but for the first
time it was solid.

It was not on the end; it wasn't so that

f,'

i·

every time you calculated it it was yes or no, but it came

I

'

out that you knew that you could do not.

It was just a

question of how rapidly and how well and I am amazed at the
speed at which this actually went after we learned what to

~--

do.

Ulam and Teller had

s~~~~irht ideasJrr~wh-y=n=o~n=e=-of

us had them earlier, I cannot explain, except that invention

•

is a somewhat erradic thing •
Teller had been workiqton this from 1942 on, his
heart was in it, but it wasn't until 1951 that he thoucht
about how to do it right.
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Now, I have a few matters here which caae in
bet-en.

•

During the doldrums of the B-bomb, the war in Korea

broke out, and a large part of GAC'• and other cmmaittee's
attention was, as I say, devoted to the very illllediate and
the very obvioUI', and, I would say, to using an atomic explosive not merely in a strategic c·ampaign but also in a defensive
or tactical campaign, and I think the record will bear out
that that is what we were spending most of our time worrying
about.

That is the origin of the panel Kelly talked about

this morning, the origin of the exercises which led to the
development of a tactical capability in Europe, the origin
of one at least of the threads, one at least of the reasons

•

for the very great expansion in the atomic energy enterprise
to support a much more diversified use of -•pons, even leading
some people to suggest--I think this was Gordon Dean--tbat
-ybe the atomic weapom on the battlefield would be so
effective that it would not be necessary to use them atrategically.

I have never really believed that that was p011sible

or believed that a sharp distinction between the t110 could
be maintained or made intelligible.
In the late summer and autumn of 1950, I had an

•

obvious personal worry,

I bad made as chairman,- and had par-.

ticipated in, the reco-endation agains.t the

develo~nt

of

the Super, The Super was a bie: item on the program, Itwasn't
going very well, and I wondered whether another man might not

llW
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make a better chairman for the General Actv:lllory C011111ittee.
Thill was particularly true since there were three new members

•

added to the C011111ittee -- Witman, Murphree and Libby -- and
I felt a little uncomfortable about continuing in that office.
I discussed it with several physicists.
it witb Teller and Bacher.

I re-ber d:lllcussine

Teller says that he does not

r-•ber dillcu1111in1r it with-·

The ir-eral advice wa11: let's

all 11tick together a11 1rell as ,,. can and don't resign and
don't change your position.
llJl. ROBB:

What wa11 that date?

THE WITNESS:

•

In the 11-er of 1950.

When I cot back in the autumn of 1950, the first
meetinc, I went to 11ee Hr. Dean, who was Chairman of the
C01B11i1111ion, and C01111illsioner Smyth

and told them about •Y

probl- and they said that obviously the chairman should
be someone who would be comfortable with them -- what would
·be their suecestions?

They protested in very forceful

terms that I should not quit as chairman, and that they would
be very unhappy if I did, that I ought to carry on.
I also took the thinir up with our Committee, but
our C<>111111ittee wa11 not a very responsive group when it ca-

•

to electing otlar chairmen, and I got noplace.

I did not

feel that I oucht to resitrn as chairman or refuse to serve.
I thought I ought to do what was comfortable for the C01111issio1
and the Committee, and. I tried to ascertain what. that was.
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MR. GARRISON:

Row about your Princeton meeting?

THE WITNESS:

We are still on the subject of the

R-bomb and its consequences •

•

In the spring of 1951, I called -- I am not .sure
whether I suggested it or whether Coma:lasioner
it but -

sm~th

succested

consulted about it -- a rather large gatherinc for

a couple of days at the Institute in Princeton, and we had
there, I think, all five commissioners, the ceneral manager
and his deputy, the head of the Division of Military Applications, Bradbury and his assistants, Teller, Von Neumann, Bethe,
Bacher, Ferai who was no loncer a -•ber of the

C~ittee,

and Wheeler and one of his assistants, the people who were

•

workinc on the program, and we bad a couple of days of exposition and debate.
did the summarizing.
Comaittee

I chaired the meetinc, and I suppose I
It was not the full General Advisory

the Weapons Subcommittee, essentially; the

Secretary of the COllmi ttee was there and he took scme notes
but he did not write up an official report.
I think we did three thincs.

At that time,

We agreed that the new ideas

took top place and that altbouch the old ones should be kept
on the back burner, the new ones should be pushed.

•

I believe

there was no dissent from this; there was no articulated dissent.

But later

-

Commissioner~asked

if this wasn't

a violation of the Presidential directive, and I could only
respond that I didn't know as to what, but I thoucht it was
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a

eood course and, if it was, uybe ;the President would

aodify his directive.
At that -•ting, I re•-ber no dissent froa that
but there was a creat deal of surpri11e at how things were
changed.

Permi knew nothing of these developments and wa11

quite aaazed, and I think for the co. . iaaion it was quite an
education to eee what had happened in the meantime.

At least

that was the pu1"pOlle, to get everybody toirether so that there
wa11 a coaaon understanding.
The second thing was to recognize that some

--~--~~-~~--~· ·- ~~-- -

ha~--~o~ hi~herto prominent, alt~~ugh they ha~j
i_ be~ ..ae~-~0 nedJ might be handy to have, and the Commission
4
,:,t,'!!'_!a.l.s [that

•

was urged to get started on producing so-of these . .terials.

Tbis was something that there was a little bit of objection
to on the ground.that everything changed so often in the
past and maybe change in the future, and why cet committed
to a cumbersome operation on the basis of the then-existing
state of knowledge, but I believe the prevailing opinion,
and I know mine, was that the prevailing state of opinion
was that it was a lot solider than anything that had occurred
before and that they ought to go ahead and even at the risk

•

of 'lflll'lliDg a saall aaount of aoney.
r

The third thing -

did was to talk about th*- con-

struction and test schedules for these things, and there
there were differences of opinioll8, having to do with whether

I
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the schedule should be aimed at a completed, larire-scale

c22

explot1ion, or whether one should be aimed at componentry
testinc which presumably was supposed to have happened

•

earlier and therefore might be illuainatinc with regard to
the large-scale explosion.
As I say, there was not agre-nt,
was that unless the studies of the

s~r

but

the consensus

passed out on the

feasibility of it, one should aim directly at the larire-scale
explosion, and the tiae-scale of that operation frOIB mid-1951
to late 1952 was, I think, a airacle of speed.

I know there

may be people who disagree, and I think it might have been
done taster, but I can only reminisce and say that in the

•

first days of Los Alamos, and in the tall of 1943, Bethe
and Teller, two of the most brilliant theorists in this

ca-

and intheir way most r-ponsible -n, said to-: "If

we had the material now, we could have a bomb in thr- _.ks."
Actually, we were ready tor the material· just about when it
arrived, which was not quite two years later, and the laboratory bad doubled every nine months in the interval and everybody was busy: and I think that the estimate of the theorists
on how quickly you could do thing that involve engineering

•

and involve new chemistry. and involve new -tallurnwas
likely to be a little optimistic.
I am continually impressed by the speed, sureness,
certainty, skill and quality of the work that went into the

RV
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preparation of this fil'llt larl'e ·explosion and the subsequent
work to exploit the development there established.

•

The next thinl' on which I had notes is that in the
autumn of 1951 --D. GARRISON:
TSE WITNESS:
I have described.

That was at Princeton?
This was the Princeton -•tine that

I think it was a very useful aeetinc.

I aigllt have been U11eful to -

if -

bad -de a record of it.

It was larcely that it was not a f ormal-'type of
GAC aeetinc and our Secretary did not want to keep a record,
but I believe a fairly cood account of tbe•eubstantive findincs exist, and I believe Commissioner Smyth knowa where to

•

iret bold of it.

I don't know bow to cet bold of it.

In the autUlln of 1951, there was an international
conference in Chicago, and I attended it even though I was
called away to testify for aoney for the National Science
Foundation.
While there, I talked at some length with Teller
and the suamer's work had only made tbincs look tied toeetber.
Teller expressed dissatisfaction with the arrangements aade
at Los Alaaos.

•

Be didn't think the aao whom Bradbury bad

put in cbarce of this development was the ricbt man for the
job, and be expressed to -

the view that Fermi or Betha or

I would be the only people that be W01Jld be happy to work with.
I don't know whether he . .ant . . , but [ said, "Well, that is
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·fl-," and he said that Bethe and Fermi wouldn't; "Would you
be willing to?"

I won't quite ayself verbatill, but I remarked

that that would depend on whether I would be welcomed by

•

Bradbury.

I had not planned to co back to Los Alaaos.

Jt seeaed to ae a bad thine for an ex-director to return.
I was content with ay job and work at Princeton, but I would
c-unicate with Bradbury, and I called hia aDd told hill of
the conversation and he cave no sips of wantinc to have the
ex-director back, and said that he had full confidence in
the present aan, and that was the end of that.
I don't believe that it would have been practical.
I think you can't aake an anoaolous rise twice.

•

I think I

could create and guide Los Alamos during the war, but I think
if I had returned there the situation would have been so
different; I would have been ancient and not on my toes anyaore, and I doubt if I would have felt appropriate, but,
in any case, the success of this would have decisively depended on its being something that was actively in the desires
and interests of the director, and it was not so.
The hydrogen bomb was not done, and durinc the
winter of 1951-1952 Los Alaaos was working on it, and we kept

•

in quite close touch. Bradbury came in quite frequently,
•
He sent Froaan and other people in to report to WI, and I
want to aake it clear that I was not actually calculatinc
out and workinc on it.
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where the difficulties lay, if any, what the alternatives
-re, and to fon1 a reasonable judizment so that I might give

•

reasonable advice •
At that ti89, Teller's unhappiness with the arrangeaents became quite generally known, and we were frequently
asked

•

by

the Commission, "Should there be a second laboratory?"

We were a11ked, "Should this work be split off in some way
from LOl'I AlamOfl?"

I don't know how _.,,. times that ca-

up during the winter of 1951-1952 as an item before the
General Advisory Committee.
I think, on this point, we were not unanimous.
I think Dr. Libby thought it would be a good idea to have

•

a second laboratory at any time.

The laboratory, the

purpose of which would be to house Teller and bring you
people into the program who were not now working on it,
even though this might take so- people away from Los
AlamOfl, even though it might interfere with the work then
going on.

The rest of us, I think, were fairly clear that

the things were really going along marvelously well, and
that if it wa11 too difficult for Los Alamos to do the whole
job, then steps should be taken to get some of their more

•

routine operatiomi moved to Sandia.

We talked at creat length

about the rearrangement of the workload between the two
places.

Some of the succestions we -de were adopted.
We also talked to. Bradbury about makinc within the
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fraaework of Loe Alaaos an advanced development •ection in
which really radical ideas and wild ideas could be thoucht up
and tried out.

•

The Director thoucht it wa• f.euible if he

could pt the risht . . n.

Be tried very hard to set one -n

for it and, after some delay, this aan turned him down, and
I don't believe such a refora was undertaken then.
I believe that with the Commission'• reluctance
to establish a second weapons laboratory, there wa• •oae
thought that the Air Force •icht directly establish one,
and I think the Co. . ission protested that but this 111 hearsay.
In any case, during the winter, our reco...ndatio1111
were to fix up LOii Alamos so that it could do the job rather

•

than start a separate establishment.

Later, in the sprinc,

perhaps in April, we learned that there had been some preliainary talks toward the converting of the Laboratory at
Livel"llore which had been enir:air:ed in an enterpri•e related
to atomic enerior, of which we the -•bers of the GAC took
a rather sour view of converting this, in part, so that it
could not more weapons testinir: w0rk with a special eye to the
theraonuclear proir;ram.

This we liked and this we endorsed.

The Laboratory at Berkeley had often been involved

•

in the

instrumentation of weapons tests, and it seemed that

this was a healthy growth which wouldn't weaken Los Alamom,
which would bring new people into it where there was an exiatinc
managerial fr9mework and where the thing could e<:cur sradually,
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and, therefore, constructively, the notation of settinc out
into the desert and buildinc a second site like Los Alamos

•

and buildinc a laboratory around Teller had alwaya seemed
to us to be 11oaethinc that was not coinc to work,' elven the
conditions and elven the eno:rmous availability to Los Alamoe
of the talent that wa11 needed for thia problem.
In any case, the Livermore Laboratory was eatablished aoaetilles perhaps in the auaaer of 1952, and has
played its part in the subflequent work at the ti. . wben my
clearance wa11 11uepended, the major and the practical, and
the real parts of the procram were still pretty auch Los Alaaos
doing, but it was ay hope, all our hope, that both institutions

•

would becin pullinc.-eat weicht.

There had also been no

serious friction between thea.
llR. GARRISON:

Did you tell the Board that Dr.

Teller was in charge of the Livermore Laboratory?
THE WITNESS:

Ky

understanding is that the director

is Herbert York, but that this part of the Laboratory's work

was under the scientific direction of Teller.
Board probably

k~ows

I think the

that better than I do at this point.

Tbe Super also--111811, it was no loncer the super--

•

I forgot one thing, and it may be of soae slicht iaportaace.
Tbis goes back--and I am sorry to have a bad cbronoloey here-llR. GRAY: I think the record should show that Dr.
Evans ha11 just 11tepped out of the rooa.

mr
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MR. ROBB:

Dr. Evans has just stepped back into

the rooa.

•

TBE WITNESS:

At the time that the. B-bomb problem

first came up -- I forgot to say two thincs.
I spoke of my later feelinc that I should perhaps
not be the chairman of the General Advisory COllllittee myself
but two things happened much earlier.

I had some talks with

the Secretary of State, too, I think, and

Dr. Conant broucht back, and

BO

BO

had Dr. Conant.

did llr. Lilienthal, from the

Secretarv of State two messages; one was a message to Conant
and me, for beck's sake not to resign or make any public

•

statements to upset the apple cart but accept this decision
as the best to be made and not to make anykind of conflict
about it.

That was not hard for us to do because we hardly

would have seen any way of makinc a public conflict, and the
second part of the message was to be sure to stay on the
General Advisory Committee; and that is what both of us did.
There was another item.
Mr. Lilienthal and as would

~ny

Be recognized, as has

other sane

m~n,

not a hydrogen bomb could be made, how soon

'INI

whether or
made it, the

Russian possession of an atomic boab raised a lot of other

•

proble'llP, military and political and upset a creat many thincs.
The Government had been saying we had been expecting
it, but now here it was -- with recard to the defense of Europe
with regard to the usefulness of atomic retaliation in special

1111
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conflicts, and I was called in to help in the preparation
of the Security Council paper which was prepared that spring
on the subject of which essentially was rearmament and the

•

subject of which was how to solidify our alliances and increase
the over-all military power of the United States.
11R. GRAY:

This was the spring of 1950?

THE WITNESS:

This was .the spring of 1950, in

NBC 68 or 69, and you probably remember the nu•ber better
than I do.

___ ;,..;,_ ·--. -

r'-~

;; It waf! quite
wal!I

2

fine thing and we all thouirht it

right, but it was the outbreak of the war in Korea that

made it possible to do something about it.
In any case, it needs to be testified

by

me that

I was very aware of the fact that you couldn't, within the
at011ic enern field alone, find a cOllplete or even a very.
adequate answer to the.Russian breakinir of our monopoly.
don't think I had a major part in this paper.
of staff work to do it.

I

It took •ontbs

I wouldn't be surprised if -- I don't

know whether I had any part -- but, in any case, I approved
and helped with some partP of that and its purpose was the
build-up which Ptarted some months later after Korea.

•

JOI,

3283~
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Shall

we take a five-minute recel!ls?
TBE WITNESS:
and I

IHI

GRAY:
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THE WITNESS:

•

Sha 11 we proceed?
I have a few more words on the

hydrogen bomb which are not very major,

The hydrogen bomb

once it looked like it got in Dr •. Kelly's province, of course,
came out in the Research and Development Board committee on
-~--

which l served, rx-·;hin;

.

~~last

meeting l attended

OD

the

/c;.;;;;;it·~~e on Atomic Energy just be~ore the Board was
!,'

I
I
i

'
I

•

~.

dissolved and things organized, we were asked to help find

1

some way of getting very rapidly an emergency capability
based on the 1952 test.

We did so do.

were the only people that did this.

I don't mean that we

We did relatively little,

but that I do remember.
::r ·-.

I would like to summarize a little bit this long
story I think you will hear from people who believed at the
time. and believe now that the advice we gave in 1949 was
wrong, \bu will hear from people who believed at the time and
who even believe now that the advice we gave in 1949 was
right.

I myself would not take either of these extreme views.
I think we were right in believing that any method

available oonsistent with honar and security for keeping
these objects out of the arsenals of the enemy would have

•

been a good course to follow,

I don't believe we were very

clear and I don't believe we were ever very agreed as to
what such course might be, or whether such a course existed,
I think that if we bad had at that time the technical insight
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that I now have, we would have concluded that it was almost
hopeless td keep this resource out of the enemy hands and

•

maybe we would have given up even suggesting that it be tried •
I think if we had had that technical knowledge, then we
should have recommended that we go ahead full steam, and
then or in 1948 or 1946 or 1945.
I don't want to conceal from you, and I have said it
in public speeches so it woulduot make much sense Clo conceal
from you the dual nature of the hopes which we entertained
about the development of bi8Jger and bigger weapons, first the
atomic bomb, and then its amplified version, and then these

•

new things,
Ou the one hand, as we said at the time, au.d as I now
firmly believe, this stuff is going to put au end to major
total wars.
time.

I don't know whether it will do so in our life

Ou the other hand, the notion that this will have to

come about by the employment of these weapons on a massive
scale against civi li~atious and cities has always bothered me.
I suppose that bother is part of the freight I took into
the Genera 1 Advisory Committee, and into the meetings that
discussed the hydrogen bomb,

•

No other person may share that

view, but I do.
I believe that comes almost to the end except for
one thing.

I know of·uo case where I misrepresented or

distorted the technical situation in reporting it to my
superiors or those to whom I was bound to giv e
3283~
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counsel.

The nearest thing to it that I know is that in the

public version of the Acheson-Lilienthal Report, we somewhat

1•

overstated what could be accomplished by denaturing.

I believe

this was not anything else than in translating from a technical
and therefore secret state.ment inbo a public and therefore
codified statement, we lost some of the precision which
should have gone into it, and some of the caution which should
have gone into it.
I am now through with this.
BY MR. GARRISON;

C

•

Dr. Oppenheimer, you said a little while back

that you had shown GAC reports to several people.
mentioned von Neumann.

You

I would like to clear up two thin1s.

One, to whom specifically do you recall having shown reports,
and secondly, what was the character of these people in
relation to the government?
A

I will tell you what I remember.

I showed our

discussion of the reactor development program to Wigner, who
was the great expert in the field,
thought.

3283~

This may have been in 1947 or 1948.

Wigner was,

of course, an active participant in .the reactor development

•
llW

I wanted to know what he

work of the Commission, fully cleared and with very strong
views of his own.
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A

No, his work was at Argonne and Oak Rid1e.
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Director of Oak Ridge, and he lives in Princeton.

I did not

go to any trouble to show it to him.
I showed the one report that I was reading, the

•

October 29 report, to von Neumann at the Institute,
one of the experts on the thermonuclear problem,

He was

He had

talked with me, talked my ear off about it before, and also
after.
~

I may have shown it to Bethe but I 11111not sure,
Bethe and he were again both cleared for top secret

information?
A

Yes.

am not clear.
it as improper.

•

I doubt whether I showed it to Bethe, but I
I don't recollect.

I would not have regarded

I would have regarded it as consistent with

my job of attempting properly to advise the Commission and
represent the scientific elite to tbe Commission -- experts,
not elite -- and back and forth.

I would have regarded it as

proper on occasion and with discretion to show and discuss
some of these problems with a cleared person.

I am quite clear

that a great deai. of other showing was done in other ways,
but that is something I had nothing todo with.
Q

With regard to the item of information in the

Commission's letter that yo

•

personnel at Los Alamos copies of the October 29, 1949,
report with a view to influencing them against the H-bomb
program, what have you to say about that specifically?
A

llW
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Specifically I deny it.

I never did

any~bing

'
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about having extra copies of reports made or sending them
out or anything l:lle that.

•

Alamos.

I had no desire to influence Los

I certainly did not succeed in influencing Los Alamos •
MR. GARRISON:

May I say to the Board that I wou'kl

like at this point to read into the record an affidavit
from Dr. John Manley,

I shall hand the original to the

Chairman and than to counsel and copies 1D the ·members of
the Board, and then I will explain what it is about.

I

introduce this, Mr. Chairman, at this point because in the
latter portion of this affidavit there is an account from Dr.
Manley's records of what distribution was made at Los Alamos
of the report in question.

•

It will show, I think, conclusively

that Dr. Oppenheimer had nothing to do with this.

BY MR, GARRISON:
Q

Dr. Oppenheimer, could you just tell the Board in

a few words who Or, John Manley is?
A

Before the war he was professor of physics at the

University of Illinois at Urbana,

I knew him slightly.

When I was asked by Arthur Compton to take charge of the
bomb work, I didn't know much about experimental things and
he asked Manley to be my deputy with regard to that,

•

and we worked very closely together.
1942-43,

He was,

This would have been

He helped build the Los Alamos laboratory.

He

was in charge of the group at Los Alamos in the physics
division of the laboratory,
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He left Los Alamos .after the war, returned to Los

•

Alamos a year or so later, and became, I don't know how
immediately, associate director,

•

the physics division.

First he was in charge of

At that time, after our first meeting,

the General Advisory Committee asked me to invite him to
become our secretary.

He was our secretary until what would

have been 1950 or 1951

I have forgotten the date -- at

that time he left atomic energy work and left Los Alamos
and is charmant of the department of the University of
Washington at Seattle.
MR, GARRISON:

He is not Jack Manley,
Mr. Chairman, I am introducing this h

affidavit form for a couple of reasons.

•

One, Dr. Manley is

in the State of Washington which is quite a little distance
from us.

Secondly, the part l want most to draw tb the

Board's attention when I reach it in the affidavit bas to
do with an account of records of bis.

It is a little more

precise to introduce it in writtaa form, but neddless to say,
if the Board would like to have us call Dr, Manley, we wauld
be glad to do so.

The program is rather crowded, and so there

will be perhaps half a dozen written statements which perforce
we will put in the record,

•

I would like to read this rapidly

the Board now,

"Statement of Dr. John Manley,
"I live at 4528 West Laurel Drive, Seattle 5,
Washington.
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of the Department of Physics of the University of Washington.
"I joined the lllleta llurgical Laboratory in January

•

of 1942.

This was before Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer had anything

to do with it.

It was under the direction of Dr. A. H. Compton.

In July of that year, Dr. Oppenheimer was selected to bead
the bomb phase of the project.

I reca 11, for example, the

expression ofpleasure by Dr. Compton that he was able to get
Dr. Oppenheimer to head this portion of the activities,

At the

same time, I was given responsibility for the experimental
phase of the bomb project, Dr. Oppenheimer devoting his time to
the overall probleDIS and especially the theoretical aspects.

•

(Thefirst time I ever met Dr. Oppenheimer was in connection
with this work in about July 1942..

I had nothing to do with

the se ledtton of Dr. Oppenlleimer for his post,)
"During the period from July 1942 to Apri 1 1943 I
was responsible for the supervision of the experimental work
under the direction of Dr. Oppenheimer with headquarters in
Chicago.

Although he was in residence in Berkeley at that

time, he came east frequently for consultation on the detail
work under numerous contracts.

•

I was impressed at that

~ime

by his ready grasp of even minor details relating to the
program,
"In the latter part of 1942, a decision was made
to concentrate this phase of the program at Los Ala mos; New
Mexico.
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for Or. Oppenheimer, who was to assume direction of the
laboratory.

Among other tilings I undertook the recruitment

of personnel, to go to Los Alamos, from those groups who had

•

alread.Y been engaged in experimental work,
"In April of 1943 I joined Or. Oppenheimer at Los
Almos and assumed responsibility for one phase of the
experimental program.

During the period from 1942 to 1945

in which I continued to be closely associated with Or, Oppenheimer, the clarity of the wisdom of the choice of him to lead
this project increased.

I am convinced that no one of my

acquaintance possesses either the necessary broad technical
knowledge and quick grasp of details or the sympathetic

•

understanding of people which were so necessary to accomplish
the project objective in a remote, isolated and self-contained
community,

I consider it a remarkable achievement, due in

very great part to Dr, Oppenheimer's leadership, that this
work was completed in time it was.
"During this period at Los Alamos, though I 1111• no
specific knowledge of the detailed matters of security
procedures, personnel clearances, etc., I can recall no
instance or situation which impressed me as suggesting laxity

•

or slighting of security measures.

There were, fo1 example,

specific instructions from Dr. Oppenheimer in 1943, when I
was reauiting personnel, concerning the secret nature of the
project, and during the who ls Los Ala mos period, very evident
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support by him of restrictions imposed on civilian personnel,
•specially with respect to travel. correspondence •• etc,

•

As director afthe laboratory, Dr. Oppenheimer was normally
the recipient of most of the complaints from civilian personnel
about security restrictions -- restrictions on travel, etc.,
and I was impressed with the effectiveness of the job he
did in persullll.ng us of the necessity of these restrictions
while in no wise relaxing the restrictions.
"I did not know anything about Dr. Oppenheimer's
attitude on the question of employment of Communists, or exCommunists; or pro-Communists; nor did I know whether any
of the people employed were or had been Communists or pro-

•

Communists.

In my recruitment work I didn't have occasion to

go into this question because (a) security was not my job,
and (b) the recruitment that I had to do with was largely
confined to individuals who were already working on va.rious
phases of the project and so had been cleared.

I have not to

this day heard any suggestions or even rumor of any security
leakage with respect to the atomic weapons program for which
Dr. Oppenheimer could be charted with personal responsibility,
or for whia

•

anyone ever suggested that Dr, Oppenheimer wa9

even remotely responsible -- unless the letter of the
Commission dated December 23, 1953, suspending Dr.
Oppenheimer's security clearance may be deemed to be such a
suggestion.
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''Although Dr. Oppenheimer left Los Ala mos at the c los•
of 1945, I continued there, and in 1946 was asked by him to
spend part of my time as secretary to the General Advisory

•

Committee of the Atomic Energy Commiseiou, of which he wa
chairman (as such secretary I was not a member of the General
Advisory Committee),

I accepted this duty and fr.om that time

until aauuary 1951 I spent about one fifth of my time in
connect ion with the committee work, being at Los A·lamos the
remainder of the time, first as a division leader, and
subsequently as Technical Associate Director of the laboratory.
"ID this period I know of no circumstances in
which Dr. Oppenheimer attempted to influence in a direct

•

personal way the course of events at Los Alamos (as distinct
from the effect that the recommendations of the SAC might, iD
normal course, have on the work of the laboratory).

In fact,

I recall that on occasions when I would discuss laboratory
problems with him he would frequently say "But that's a
prdblem for you and Norris."
of the Los Alamos Laboratory).

(Norris Bradbury, the Director
Although Dr, Oppenheimer

kept informed on the technical features of all phases of
the weapons program and was often most helpful to the

•

Laboratory throuchthe GAC or in personal contacts, I believe
that he did not feel sufficiently familiar with the details
of the Laboratory operation to be able to advise appropriately
on internal questions of use of personnel and facilities.
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It should be understood that many of the wartime senior
persanne l of Los Alamos left at the close of the war, and those

•

of us who stayed on felt a very direct challenge to assume
all responsibility for the continuing program relying, of
course, on occasion, on the technical advice of those
individuals who had participated in the wartime program
individuals such as Dr. Oppenheimer, Dr. Fermi, Dr. Bethe,

Dr. Bacher, and so on.

It should

also be understood that the

Laboratory prepared its own program of activities and submitted
those to the AEC for approval.

In my own dual capacity as

secretary .to the GAC and one of the senior members of the Los
Alamos Laboratory, l felt a special responsibility for

•

liaison between that committee, so largely composed of former
Los Alamos personnel, and the laboratory.

It is my belief

that this dual function of mine was cons'idered valuable both
by the committee and the laboratory.
"Shortly after the end of the war, there was
considerable discussion among the people at Los Alamos as to
whether it would 'be wise to continue the Los Alamos Laboratory,
or whether it would be better to abandon the Los Alamos
Laboratory because of its remoteness and the resultant

•

complexity of the operation,

It is my impression that Dr.

Oppenheimer was not clear in his own mind as to what he thought
would be wiser in the national interest.

But it was my

impression that there was no doubt in Dr, Oppenheimer's mind
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th:at the :atomic we:apons progr:am bad to be continued, whether
:at Los Al:amos or elsewhere, unless the international
situation clearly indicated, by greement, the abandonment

••

of such activities.
"I should like to co-ent on the operation o• the
GAC as guided by its Chairman, Dr. Oppenheimer.

A less

conscientious committee could have caasidered only such matters
as were presentedto it by the Commission.

The GAC, however,

with many individuals senior to the Commission itself in
atomic matters, considered it an obligation to

&U

pply such

guidance to the/ Commission as its experience s.ug.gested might
be in the national interest.

•

Each meeting would be devoted

to items specifically requested by the Commission and other
items which the GAC deemed worthy of discussion,

I recall

several instances in which the GAC on its own initiative made
recommendations for new Programs long before the AEC found it
possible to start such programs.

The GAC was generally

understood to be advisory, not simply in a formal sense to the
Commission, but to its divisions and laboratories as well,
This was accomplished by discussions with appropriate people
in and out of GAC meetings and by visits to various

•

laboratories.

It was the method by which the GAV kept in

close touch with key people and programs of the AEC,
"I should mention also that there w:as a very close
similarity in the thinking of the members of the GAC and the
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top people at Los !lamos on most matters relating to weapons
progra•s, so that if there were a division of· opinion or

•

doubt on any partiuclar matter within the GAC, there would
normally be the same division of opinion or doubt among the top
people at Los Alamos.

On

the other haDCI, if there was

unanimity of opinion and no doubt as to the proper course
with respect to any particular Question among the people at
the GAC, there would normally be the same unanimity of opinion
and lack of doubt as to those matters among the top people at
Los Alamos.

This was not primarily because either the

people at Los Alamos took their lead from the GAC or the

•

other way round (although of course each group normally would
be, to some extent, influenced by the thinking of the other
group); llut the essential reason for the similarity was just
that both groups bad a common recognition of the national
need and the limitations of facilities and personnel.
"This was true with respect to the debate concerlling
thermonuclear programs which becaje a subject of vigorous
discussion at Los Alamos following the Russian explosion of
an atomic bomb in September 1949.

\.

This debate continued

until resolved by the President's announcement in January
1950.

In this period there was, as in the past, informal

exchange of views between members of the GAC and the senior
personnel of the Laboratory."
Now comes the part, Mr. Chairman, tlat is particularly
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pertinent to the question I put to Dr. Oppenheimer.
"'I have been informed that it bas been charged that

•

Dr, Oppenheimer caused to be distributed separately and in

private to persannel at Los Alamos certain -majority and
minority reports of the GAC having to do with the thermonuclear program.

With reference to this matter, the following

statements of my own knowledge are made:
"A.

On

November 10, 1949 wbi.le en route from

Washington, D. C. to Los Alamos, I received a phone call
from Carroll Wilson, AEC General Manager.

The sublltance of

this call was that Senator McMahon had requested copies of
the GAC papers from the AEC and these had been sent to him.

••

In view of the forthcoming visit of the Senator to Los Alamos,

Mr. Wilson wished me to show the documents to Bradbury and

c.

Tyler (AEC Manager at Los Alamos) and discuss their contents,
He wished me als9 to show them to Wally Zinn (Director,
Argonne Laboratory), but as I was not carrying the documents,
this was impossible,

Mr. Wilson also asked if I would go on

to Berkeley and talk to Earnest Lawrence (Director,
University of California Radiation Laboratory),

I replied

that since Bradbury would be away from Los Alamos all the

•

following week, and I would be in charge, I could not comply
with this request.
"B.

Neither Bradbury nor Tyler were available

when I arrived at Los Alamos on Nooember 11, 1949, so the
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session with them was held the afternoon of November 12.
At this session, I showed them tbepapers which bad arfived

•

by courier and tried to supply them with the background
discussion which led to the papers.
"C.

In view of the fact that Senator Mcllabon would

be in Los Alamos the following week for discussion with senior
laboratory personnel (Tech.
left, I think,

··DD

~oard,

except Dr. Bradbury, who

November 13) I showed and discussed these

papers with the following:
"J. M. B, Kellogg - evening November 12,
·~arson

Mark·- morning November 13.

"Edward Teller - morning November 13 •

•

"Robert Kimball - evening November 13.
"Alvin Graves - morning November 14,
"Darol Froman - morning November 14.
"I would add that I feel quite certain that the
papers were shown to other members of the Tech Board who were
to be present in the meeting with McMahon ahough my appointment
list does not show this.

In each case it was emphasized that

the policy question was: under consideration in highest
governmental quarters and discussion of such matters should

•

be strictly limited to Senior personnel.
"D.

The reports to which reference is made in this

statement were the majority and minority reports prepared in
the GAC meeting. which ended October 30, 1949 and the report
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of the Chairman, GAC addressed to the Chairman, AEC on this
meeting,

In addition there was a report prepared by myself

as Secretary and directed to the Chairman, GAC,

•

This report

was prepared in lieu of minutes for the purpose of setting
forth the Secretary's impressions of the discussion of the
GAC which led to the committee's documents, in order to
provide additional background for interpretation of these
documents.

Since Dr, Oppenheimer, Dr, Fermi and Or. Smith

were in Washington on November 7, they were consulted on ·
the draft of my report and minor changes were made to
represent their views with more correct emphasis,

This

report was completed and given to the Chairman GAC on November

•

9th,
"E,

The meeting with Senator McMahon for which

the 'distribution' of reports as described above was made,
took place at Los Ala mos fiovember 15, 1949,

The purpose of

the meeting was to review the Los Alamos program including
work on thermo-nuclear weapons,

It was not for policy

discussion concerning.the thermo-nuclear program,
From these items of fact it is clear that (a)
revelation of these particular reports was authorized by the

•

AEC in the person of the General Manager that the laboratories
at Argonne, Berkeley and Los Alamos be made aware of the GAC
recommendations, (b) that the showing of the reports to
members of the Tech Board was on the responsibility of Dr.
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Bradbury and myself in preparation for discussion with Senator
McMahon who bad seen them, (c) that the handling alf the

•

documents was in accord with established procedures and (d)
that Dr, Oppenheimer bad nothing to do whatever with this
matter.
''The discussion as to relative concentration on
fission weapons and thermo-nuclear weapons had been a
continuing one since 1942.

It was recognized that the fission

weapon would have to be made before the thermo-nuclear weapon
would be possible.

But even at the beginning it made an

obvious difference in1he program whether one were pointing
toward a fission weapon, which should itself be used as the

•

primary atomic weapon, or whether one were planning to make
a thermo-nuclear weapon.

There was also the question r1

whether it wns better, as a military matter to improve and
make larger numbers of fission weapons or to devote major
time and effort to establish the possibility and practicality
of some thermo-nuclear weapon.

Wholly apart :Dom the

question of whether it would be technically possible to make a
thermo-nuclear weapon, it was clear that the making of thermonuclear weapons would require the use of the same materials

•

and personnel and mon ey that might otherwise be devoted to
making af improved fission weapons.

In short, it would be a

task comparable with the wartime development of the fission
weapon.
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utilize the materials, personnel and money as between the
fission weapons program and the thermo-nuclear weapons
program •

•

"One of the difficulties that all concerned felt
keenly in the effort to make up their minds on this question
was that they did not have any really adequate appraisals of
the military usefulness of the different weapons, nor were
such appraisals supplied by the military.
"It is my impression that the GAC labored under the
same difficulties as others on this problem, but that the GAC
was certainly as active as any other group with respect to
this problem.

•

The GAC, and partiai larly Dr. Fermi, mad.e an

effort to evaluate the relative oosts in terms of production
facilities of the two types of weapons.

It was .not a

military evaluation of worth.
"I normally attended meetings of the GAC, and it was
my ahservation that Dr. Oppenheimer as chairman took pains on
all questions to sound out the views of the other members of
the Committee before expressing his own.

It was my

impression that be did 11his because he was lteenly conscious
of the restraints of the chairmanship.

•

It is my recollection

that this waq the way he conducted the October 1949 meetings
that discussed the thermo-nuclear weaponr. program.

The aatter

of annexing both a majority and minority report to the
report of the October 1949 meeting was, as I recall it, at
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Dr. Oppenheimer's suggestion and instruction because he
wanted to be sure that the rpport fully reflected the views

•

of all members of the committee.

It was in the same spirit

that he requested me to prepare a report on the meeting
·as a supplement to his report and·those of the majority and
minority.
"I find the suggestion that Dr. Oppenheimer attempted
to or did retard the work of the Los Alamos i.aboratory in any
field, and specifically in the field of thermo-nuclear
weapons, preposterous and without foundation.

I had no feeling

whatever that lllJbody at Los Alamos was hddlng back

i.D

effort

on the thermo-nuclear weapon because of Dr. Oppeneheimer •s

•

auggestion DD example.

(Indeed, I had no feeling that anyone

was holding back on the work on thermo-nuclear

we~pons

the President had decided the question by his

announcement

in January 1950.

once

The work proceeded with willingness and

cooperation from all concerned.) ·I know of my own knowledge
that Dr. Oppenheimer never suggested to me that I should
refrain from working on the thermo-nuclear weapons program,
or that I should go slow on at or anything like that.
"I never observed anything to suggest that Dr •

•

Oppenheimer opposed the thermo-nuclear weapons project after
it was determined as a matter of national policy to pDoceed
with the devebpment of thermo-nuclear weapons, or that he
failed to cooperate fully in the .project to the extent that
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some one who is not actively working could cooperate.

I do

not recall anything in his subsequent conduct of the GAC meetings that suggested to me in the slightest that he was doing

•

anythingess than

wholeheartedly cooperating.

Neither have

I ever heard from any scientists that Dr. Oppenheimer was
instrumental in persuading that scientist not to work on
the thermo-nuclear weapons project.
"I have known Dr. Oppenheimer now since 1942.
1951 I worked very intimately and closely with him.
that I know him very well indeed.

Until

I feel

I consider that the work

that he has done has been of the greatest possible value. to
the country; that if comparisons must be made, his

•

contribution has probably been of more· importance in the
development of the atomic energy program than that of .any
other scientist in the country and perhaps than that of any
other person in the country,

I make this statement not only

in recognition of the great contribution he made while he was
director of the Los Alamos Laboratory, but also from my
familiarity with his activities as chairman of the GAC.

Be

took an active part in the many complex problems of the whole
atomic energy program,

•

no small part to his activities.

Be has at all times had the

national interest at heart and has never d:lle anything that
he thought or suspected might be contrary to the national
interest.
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"I am absolutely clear that he is in no sense whateve
a security risk.

•

I say this both on the basis (a) of the fact

that for over 10 years he

wa~

entrusted with the most secret

information pertaining to the nation's atomic developments,
and there was never the slightest leakage of secret
information from or through him,

Oil'

in any way related to him,

and .(b) on the basis of my intimate personal tnowledge of
him, his character and his views,
"My attention has been called to the fact that
the letter of December 23, 1953 from the Atomic Energy Commissi,
suspending Dr. Oppenheimer's clearance mentioned his having
known someone named 'Jack Manley'.

•

I

~pose

I should record

the fact that I assume that I am not the 'Jack Manley•
referred to becausethe letter refers to 'Jack Manley• as a
member or official of the Commun;lst Party, and I have ne.ver
been associated with the Communist Party.
that I hale ever been known as 'Jack Manley'.

I do not recall
I do not know

who Jack Manley is, nor do I know anyone of that name,
"John H. Manley,
"Sworn to before me this 16th day of February 1954
Mary E, Mossman, Notary Public,"

•

BY MR, GARRIS(J(;

Q

Do you wish to make any comment on that affidavit

or does th• Board wish to ask any questions of Dr.
Oppenheimer relating to it?
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MB. GRAY:

I am sure my

ques~ion

would be one

'

which Dr, Oppenheimer could not answer because it relates
to the statement of Dr. Manley.

•

I don't know what the

significance ofthis is, but I would read this statement in
parentheses on page 10,

I don't take it that this refers to

Dr. Oppenheimer, but in general it says, "Indeed, I had no
feeling anyone was holding back on the. work on thermo-nuclear
weapons once the President decided the question",

I get

frOlll that, it seems to me, the inference that there were
those who were holding back.

I repeat that does not refer to

Dr. Oppenheimer in his language, but it seems to me that is
a carefully worded observation.

•

This is a reaction to it,

however.
THE WITNESS:
about it.

Do you want to put a question to me

I will hazard an interpretation.
MR. GRAY:

Yes.

THE WITNESS:

The research calculations and

experiments that were in course at Los Alamos would not be
held back: they would be accelerated because there was a
chance of going all out,

Some arrangements of an engineering

kind, of a production kind, of a_n adminis'trative l:ind, you

•

would make if you knew you were trying to make this thing
as fast as possible, but you would plan for but not make
if you were uncertain as to that.
An example may be the Savannah River plants.
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Thinking began on them -- should have begun earlier -- but
certainly began on them once the question was raised.

•

The

actual letting of the contract for design drawings and so
on would presumably have wait•d the presidential decision.
suppose it is this kind of thing.

I

There was not any

retardation compared to what went before.

It was a failure

to accelerate in those things which involved the commitment of
funds.
MR.

lllr. Chairman, suppose we get in

GARRIS~:

touch with Dr. Manley and either have a supplementary affidavit
or ask him to come on.

I think that is going to be a Utt le
•

awkward •

•

MR. GRAY:

May I not at this time, but later

consult with the counsel for the Board on this point and
,.p•r:haps we could pass on,

I don't think it is fair to ask

Dr, Oppenheimer to interpret what Dr. Manley had
MR, GARRISON:

in bis mind.

I agree with you ......

MR. SILVERMAN:

May we go off the record for one

moment?
lllR. GRAY:

Yes,

(Discussion off the record.)

•

MR. GRAY:

Suppose we proceed, and if we wish

any1;hing further, I will let you know, lllr. Garrison.
THE WITNESS:
service.
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outline them briefly.
In late 1950 and early 1951, Mr, William Golden was
aslmd by the President's office to explore the ques1; ion, "Is

•

the mobilization of scientists adequate".

There was much

talk during the Korean crisis of recruiting an emergency
office lik e the Office of Research and Development.
talked with a lot of people, including me,

He

I recommended that

there be an advisory group to the National Security Council,
if the National Secretary Council and the President wanted it,
on technical matters, and there be standby plans for all out
mobilization.

But in view of the immense expansion of research

and development in the Department of Defense, an emergency

•

organization like Dr. Bush's in the last war would just not
fit into anything,
After reflection, Golden persuaded his superiors that
there should be an advisory committee.

It

wa~

attached in a

rather peculiar way to the Office of Defense Mobilization
and the invitations to join it suggested that this committee
would be advisory to the Director of Defense Mobilization,
the then Mr, Charles Wilson and the President.
of the committee was Oliver Buckley.

•
3283~

You have a list of its

members •
MR.

GARRIS~:

It is

Item 7 on the second page of

II of the biographical sheet.
THE WITNESS:

Hlf

The chairman
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the committee met from time to time,
for advice.

•

It was seldom asked

Dr. Buckley did a great many useful liaison jobs.

We proffered very little a•vice.

I think that our only

function, perhaps, was to keep some

balance between the needs

for basic and universal research and training on the one band
and defense research and developDllt on the other.
Dr. Buckley resigned because of ill health and
was replaced by Dr, DuBridge, who became chairman in 1952.
I don't remember the date,
In the autumn of 1952, we bad a two or three day
meeting

probably two days -- at Princeton of this full

committee, to wee whether we bad any suggestions to pass on

•

to the new administration as to the mobilization of science.
I think we concluded that we bad been of no great use and
that as constituted and conceived we should be dissolved,
We suggested some changes in research and development
in the Defense Department, and they are pretty close, I think,
to what. has ta ken place in the reorganization of the summE[r of
1953.

We also said that somehow or other the Security

Council might need and should certainly have available to it
technical advice of the highest order, and·must have access

•

to the whole community of scientists so that if 311'thing
they wanted to know that was relevant to their deliberations,
it might be available.
We said in that fmamework it is conceivable that

NW
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another committee mght be useful.

We scribbled these

things down on a piece of paper, and DuBridp

wa~

supposed to

see that they somehow got to President Elect Eisenhower •

•

The President Elect had a lot of other things to do a.nd we
went together, DuBridge and I, to Nelson Rockefeller, who had
been put in charge of a committee to suggest the reorganization of the exeoative branch of the government.

We talked

a good bit about our good for nothing committee, handed him
this memorandum, and he rep"orted to

IE

and DuBridge that

they discussed it in the committee and gave it to the
President, and thought it made sense.
dead.

We thought we were

We were, but not quite.

•

In the spring of 1953, I think at the request of
Ur. Flemming and Ur. Cutler, we were reactivated and asked to
convene.

We mtt several times.

The principal problems put

before us were the proper use of scientific manpower, the
very controversial and tough problem of continental
defense,

wh~re

there were several technicalthings that we

were asked to look into and advise on and report on and I
think some other problems, but since I don't have records of
the committee I can't detail them.

•

The last meeting I attended was just before I left
for Europe and not very long before ·my clearance was
suspended, and our Principal job there was to make sure that
the Council and its staff knew of technical advances which

llW
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were useful in early warning and in radar generqlly and
that they understood that some of the arguments against the

•

feasibility of early warning were obsolete, because of
discoveries that had been made iDthe meantime.
I have no further testimony on this committee,
BY MR, GARRISON:
Q

Then we come to certain studies of defense that

you made or engaged in

defense against atomic warfare

perhaps you can say a word to the Board about them,
A

Yes.

This can be fairly brief.

The Department of Defense adopted during the Korean

•

crisis a practice of letting our large segments of the defense
problem as study projects to a university. The unisersity
•
would then call in competent people from the rest of the
country.

I have referred to Project •ista"as one such.

There

was one under contract I think only with the Air Force at MIT.
Its code name was Charles.
at air defense.

Its purpose was to have a look

I had the faintest connection with this.

believe I waa presentat some of the briefings.

I

It led to the

establishment of the Lincoln Laboratory, which :is a very

•

large radar and air defense laboratory operated by MIT for the
Air Force.
Another such study which I· had suggested was set
up through the Army and the NSRB, I guess, and that was to
have a look at civil defense -- a very tough and unstudied
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problem, really.

I was not very active.

I was on the advisory

council or the policy council, but I met rather rarely.

I

did give one or two briefings and I talked with General

•

Nelson about the problems ofwriting an effective report.
Tbei:e were a great many recommendations, many of them bav.e
been made public.

I think those which attracted the greatest

attention were that if civil defense was to be manegeable
~

at all, early warning and improved military interception,

I

improved over what we then bad or were planning, were an
essential part of making civil defense manageable.

With

these concli&.ons I concurred.
The third item here is that largely growing out of

•

the work of some people on East River, and in particular Dr.
Berkner and Dr. Rabi, there came a conviction not only that
one bad to have a better continental defense, but quite a lot
could be done about it.
I was consulted about the wisdom of it, and I agreed
to hold a study during the summer of 1952, two months of
intensive study, at the Lincoln Laboratory, which would
concern itse.lf wih

both an evaluation of the prospects of

continental defense and recommendations of bow to get on with

•

the job,
The Lincoln Laboratory was working very bard and
very effectively on some aspect of this problem.

The notion

of the summer study was to look at parts that had not been
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'

adequately dealt with.
I attended the first week and I think the last week

•

of meetings there. Radar is not the subject of-my expertness,

-------·---··

(

The emphasis in the discussions I attended and the final
briefings were the moving of the early far north -- supplementi1
the early warning by a fat northern line, the extension of .the

'
!

-------

~,.~~~~~~-

early warning Ju:_s.eaw.a.r..<LLla_pks , ; There was a good deal of
-- <:::::::::
--~
L:-~,..,.,o;=,~~::
--;;-rgument about interception and w_nat li:i~d- o't -~-i;si fes •ould
~

~_t:·,1;~er on~-~~~l~~se~

/be used._

wea;~;To;~tkt~;urpose,

atomic

There was certainly a great deal of discussion about the
gravity of the problem and a great deal of discussion
about the two way relations between the Strategic Air

•

Command and the continental defense.

On the one hand the

early warning, giving the Strategic Air
on the other hand the Strategic Air

~ommand

Com~and

a chance, and

playing an

essential part in reducing the severity of the attack 'by.

\;:~~~
- ---

after

------~.,.

--

e~e-~y ~ses
._ \
._.,..--

-

-

.

l

-

----

The only part of the work tbat seemed to me undoubtedl
successful were the proposals for early warning, the
technical propi>sals about the equipment and the general
schemes about the location of the line and their extension •

•

I regarded and don\' know too much about the problems of
interception and kill as fairly much unresolved at the end
of the study.•
These things came back, as I have said, to the

I llW
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llcience Advisory Committee, and we picked up the recommendation:
there and did our best to explain them,
These almost all have to do with early warning.

•·

I believe that I have read in the papers that many steps have
been taken to improve the situation.

I think it is a very

important contr,ibution not tb the security but to the
deterrent value of our own offensive striking power and a
deterrent to attack, at least during the period of limited
enemy capability.
Those are the three projects.
The final assignment -- and I assure you it is
f'ina l -- was of a somewba·t different kind.

•

In the spring of

1952, I bad a letter from the Secretary of State appointing
me or asking me whether I would serve as a member of a panel.
The other members of the panel were Allen Dulles, John Dickey,
Vannevar Bush and Joe Johnson.

The letter appointing

us said that it seeme d to be time that the delegate who
was then Benjamin Cohen, who was representing us in the
Disarmament Conference, would like to advice and even more
the people in the State Department who were responsible for
our policy with regard to the regulation of arm•ments,

•

We

all went to a meeting with the Secretary of State, people
of Defense

it was a great big meeting

somewhat

puzzled as to whether there was any reality to the job we
had been asked to assume, but willing at least to listen.
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At the meeting it was made clear by ... the
lecretary that he would like any report, any study of the

•

regulation of armaments -- was :It a feasible goa 1, was there
any way to go about it, were there any tricks to it, similar
to the Acheson-Lilienthal Report of many years before,
could armaments be regulated, and he would like us to help
the ,people w}!.o were working diplomatically in this field.
But he thought in addUl.on that we ought to see whether we
did not have something to say and get it written
MR.

Yes.

THE WITNESS:

•

place.

This is Item 8 of the memorandum.

GARRISO~:

MR. GRAY:

down.

As to the consultations they took

I saw something of Mr, Cohen and maybe helped in some

:minor ways, and I think others did. ·we also talked wi.th
paople in the Department of State.

But there was clearly

not much rea l1 ty to the discussions of disarmament in the
United Nations and the most we could do was make a few
helpful suggestions which would encourage our friends as· to our
good faith and interest.
It took a long while for the members of the panel
to get cleared.

•

summer.

We got George Brundy to be our secretary, who is now

Dean ofHarvai·d Coll.ge, but was then professor of political
science there.
look at.
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We went over the studies of past efforts of
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disarmament.

Mr. Dulles remembered them very vividly.

It was

very clear that you could not negotiate with the Russians
much about anything, and that nothing was harder to negotiate .

•

about than disarmament, ad if you put these two things it
just was the bleakest picture in the world of getting anything
effective down that line.
We took a look at the armament situation, getting
some estimates of the growth of Russian capability and some
estimates of our own as a measure for where they might be
some time in the future.

I think as always we thought we were

being careful, but we were a little too conservative in
estimating the speed and success of the Soviet program,

•

We

became very vividly and painfully aware of what an unregulated
arms race would lead to in the course of years.

We tended

to think in the course of five or ten years, but probably
the time

wa~

shorter.

Our report was of course classified,
·in January of 1953.

We filed it

It had five recommendations, of which

two, I think I should not talk about because they had to
do with the conduct of our diplomatic affairs and should be
regarded as secret,

•

They are not very ingenious.

The other three I embodied in an article that I
published in Foreign Affairs"
it to the President,

Before publishing it, I took

He showed it to Mr. Cutler.

had no objection to my publication,

11¥
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would be helpful and encouraged me to go ahead with it.
These three were that the people of this country be

•

given a better understanding of the dangers of the atomic
arms race, that we attempt either through administrative
practice or through revised legislation to work more closely
with our allies on problems having to cb with the offensive
and defe11&ive aspects of large weapons, and three, that we take
further measures for continental defense as a supplement .to our
striking capability.
I was asked to report on these three things before
the Jackson Committee, think it was on psychological

•

strategy and so did rather briefly, and I was asked to report
on these more or less as an advocate before the National
Security Council, asked by the President, and I went to do
that.

At that time Dr. Bush and Commissioner Dean went with me.

I presented the arguments, which I think are in roreign
Affairs, and which are still persuasive to me; in favor of
these three steps.
I did mention the diplomatic points at the Security
Council, because that was of aourse not a public meeting.

•

That brings me to the end of this fairly long spiel
I have given you about my connection with the United States
Government.
MR. GRAY:

Just one question.

of that Foreign Affairs article?

What was the date

320

THE WITNESS:
of 1953.

It was published in the July iss.ue

It actually came out a little earlier, in June or

something like that •

•

MR. ECKER:
llR. GRAY:

Tbt was submitted to you,
I was not sure that was the same one.

THE WITNESS:
MIL ECKER :

There are two,
Yes.

(Discussion off the record.)
THE WITNESS:

Might I put one more statement into

the record on my conduct as a part time public servant
during these years.
Of course, these things were secret.

•

They were

not subject to the scrutiny of the press, and they were not
generqlly open, but they were not secret in the sense that
the people did not know what we were up to,

We were conttantly

testifying before Congressional committees, we were writing
reports which

were very widely circulated.

We were under,

I would say, a very intensive searchlight of scrutiny,

We

were always in a position where our advice could be countered·,
could be overruled or could be accepted.

There was no

opportunity for conspiracy in these things because the liiht

•

of criticism was constantly shining on them .
MR, GARRISON:

Mr. Chairman, the first letter I

should like to introduce into the record is from .Gordon Dean,
Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission, to Dr. Oppenheimer

I
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dated June 14 , 1912,
"Dear llllr. Oppenheimer:

•

"I want to express my personal thanks to you for our
talk of yesterday concerning the General Advisory Committee
and its role as an advisory group to the Commission,

It was

most helpful.
"I want you to know that I fully appreciate the
reasons behind your unwillingness to have your name considered
for reappointment to the GAC.

I would not have been quite so

prepared for this had you not so long ago advised me of your
intention to pass the baton on to another.
"It is impossible for me to magnify the contribution

•

which, as Chaiman of this distinguished gnnup, you have made
to the Commission and the country.

It has been a magnificent
'

one and we of the Commission will be forever grateful to you.
The period covered by your chairmanship has been one in whidl
this new agency needed very much the wieest possible guidance.
This we have received and no one knows this better than myself.
"I am quite aware that there is no one who can
adequately take your place, but your willingness to remain as
a consultant to the Commission somewhat softens the blow of

•

your departure from the GAC councils,
"With every good wish, Sincerely, Gordon,Dean,
Chairman.
"llllr. J. Robert Oppenheimer, Institute for Advanced

!
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Study, Princeton, New Jersey."
The second letter is signed Harry Truman, The White
House, Washington, D.

•

c., September 27, 1952:

"Dear Dr. Oppenheimer:
"Having in mind your strong desire, which you
expressed to me last month, to complete your service on the
General Advisory Committee to the Atomic Energy Commission
with the expiration of your present term, I note with a deep
sense of personal regret that this time is now upon us,
"As Chairman of this important "'ommittee iince its
inception, you may take great pride in the fact that you have
made a lasting and immensely valuable contribution to the

•

nations l security and to atomic energy progress in this ,nation,
It is a source of real regret to me that the fu 11 st11ry of
the remarkable progress that bas been made in atomic energy
during these past six years, and in which you have played so
large a role, cannot be publiclt llisclosed, for it would serve
as the finest possible tribute to the contribution you have
made.
"I shall always be personally grateful for the time
and energy you have so unselfishly devoted to the work of
the General Advisory Committee; for the conscientious anll

1•

rewarding way in which you have brought your great talents to

I

I

bear upon the scientific problems of atomic energy development,

I
I

and for the notable part you have played in securing for the

I
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atomic energy program the understanding coopera•on of .the
scientific community.

•

"As Director of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratoty
during World War II, and as
......

..___ ..

~hairman

of the General Advisory
.

Committee for the pasc six years, you have served your country
long and well, and I am gratified by the knowledge that your
wise counsel will continue to be available to the Atomic
Energy Commission on a consultant basis.
"I wish you every future success in your important
scientific endeavors.
"Very sincerely yours, Harry Truman •
•

"Dr. J, R. Oppenheimer •

•

"Director
"The Institute for Advanced Study
"Princeton, New Jersey."
And the final letter is another one from Gordon
Dean dated O.tober 15, 1952.
"Dear Oppy:
"I cannot let your departure from the Genera 1
Advisory Committee go by without expressing again my deep
appreciation for the time and talent which you have so

•

generously devoted tothe work of the Committee, and for the
immensely valuable contribution you have made to the atomic
energy program during the 1111 riod I have been associated with
it and before.

·11t1
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"I know that you are as fully aware as I am of
the assistance the Genera 1 Advisory Committ'ee bas given to
the Commission during these past six, formative years, and

•

of the great scientific and technical strides that have been

made in that time.

I sincerely hope that some day, when the

ills of the world are sufficiently diminished, the complete
story of this pi•ogress can be told, so that. the contribution
of you and your cdleagues may find its rightful place in the
chronicle of our times.
"May I say that I shall always be grateful for your
past work on behalf of the program, and for your willingness
to continue to advise the Commission on a consultative basis.

•

"With every good wish, Sincerely, Gordon Dean, Chairm
"Dr. J, Robert Oppenheimer
"Ins ti tuts for Advanced Study.
"Princeton, N., Jo"

There are, Mr. Chairman, severalexhibit• that I
would like to introduce at this time having to do with
Dr. Oppenheimer's views on the freedom of the mind and the
human spirit.

I introduce them to show a position which I

think could not be tolerated for one moment behind the

•

Iron Curtan •
MR. GRAY;

These are to be exhibits?

MR. GARRISON:

These will be extracts from original

documents which I will hand the Board,
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lecture,which one of the three was it, Dt. Oppenheimer, you
gave?

•

THE WITNESS:

No, there were six.

This is the last

one.
MR. GARRISON:

Do you want to tell the Board in one

minute what those lectures were?
THE WITNESS:

Gladly.

I was invited a year ago and

then again this year to give lectures in England.
named in honor of Lord Reith.

They are

They are on the home program

and there is really a large audience, 15 million or
something.

•

They are meant to be quite serious.

I think the

first lectures were given by Russell, called "Authority and

-

the Individua L"
Understanding,

I called mine "Science and a Common
I talllld about it -- I won't •mmarize them.

That is irrelevant.

The principal point was to indicate in

what ways contemporary science left room for an integrated
human community.

Why it was not necessary

knowledge led to fragmentation in-society,

specializ4'd
That was about it.

The last lecture has something about that in it,
MR. GRAY:
as exhibits.

•

My question is whether these are offered

We have a couple of earlier documents •

MR. GARRIS<Ji:

I would like to treat these as the

others, to have them available for the inspection of the
Board, so you may look at them in the whole.

I

MR. ROBB:
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publication called "The Listener"?
THE WITNESS:

•

MR, ROBB:

Yes.

We have those •

MR. GARRISON:

The one I shall read into the

record is a very short excerpt frOll a speech given to the
Univ~rsity

of Denver by Dr. Oppenheimer February 6, 1947.

It is page 8 of the small reprint which I just handed.to you.
It reads as follows:
"And above all, I think, there stands the great
conflict with Soviet communism,
be Ueve that this (system)"

There may be people who
the insertion is our own for

clarity -- "originated in a desire to provide for the well-

•

being of the seple of Russia, •• But whatever its origin, it
has given rise to political forms which are deeply abhorrent
to us and which we not only would repudiate for ourselves
but which we are reluctant to see spread into the many areas
of the world where there is great

lability. , ,''.

That word is "lability" and I underst·and it means
flexibility.
MR. GRAY:

Thank you very much, Mr. Garrison.

MR, GARRlSON:

•

Of course, Mr, Chairman, it is

quite obvious -- there is no mystery about these excerpts
I have quite plainly selected those which seemed to me
relevant and that bore upon Dr. Oppenheimer's attitude toward.
the problem of our relation with Russia,
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therefore

to be comprehensive excerpts of the whole speech

but simply of those items which seem to me are utterly

•

inconsistent with the notion that Dr. Oppenheimer could be,
as depicted in the Commission's letter,
The next excerpt from the Reith Lectures in "The
Listener", pages 1076 and 1077:
"It is true that none of us will know very much;
and most of us will see the end of our days without understandi1
in all its detail and beauty the wonders uncovered even in a
single branch of a single science.

Most of us will not even

know, as a member of any intimate circle, anyone who has such
knowledge; but it is also true that, although we are sure not

•

to know everything and rather likely not to know very much,
we can know anything that is known to man, and may, with luck
and sweat, even find out some.things that have not before been
known to him.

This possibility, which, as a universal

condition of man's life is new, represents today a high and
determined hope, not yet a reality; it is for us in Enrland
and in the United States not wholly remote or unfamiliar.
It is one of the manifestations of our belief in equality,
that belief which could perhaps better be described as a
commitment to unparalleled diversity and unevenness in the
distribution of attainments, knowledge, talent and power.
"This open access to knowledge, these unlocked doors

.

and signs of welcome, are a mark of a freedom as fundamental
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as any.

They give a freedom to resolve difference by

converse, and, where converse does not unite, to let
tolerance compese diversity.

•

This would appear to be a

freedom barely compatible with modern political tyranny.
The multitude of communities, the free associatiOD for
converse or for common purpose, are acts of creation •. It is
not merely that without them the· individual is the poorer: wit!
out them a part of

~uman

life, not more nor less fundamental

than the individual, is foreclosed.

It is a cruel an•

humorless sort of pun that so powerful a present form of
modern tyranny shcd.d call itself by the very name of a belief
im community, by a word 'communism' which in other times

•

evoked memories of villagesand village inns and of artisans
concerting their skills, and of men of learning content with
anonymity,

But perhaps only a malignant end can follow the

systematic belief that a 11 communities are one communi tyz
that all truth is one truth; that all experience is compatible
with all other; that total knowledge is possible; that all
that is potential can exist as actual.

This is not man's

fate: this :la not his path; to force him on it makes him
resemble not that divine image of the all-knowing and all-

•

powerful but the helpless, iron-bound prisoner of a dying
world.

The open society, the u1111estricted access to knowledge,

the unplanned and uninhibited association of men for its

furtherance -- these are what may make a vast, complex,
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ever-,growing, ever-changing, ever more specialized and e:icpert
technological world nevertheless a world of. human community."·

•

MR. GRAY:

./

It is now I think 4:20.

there are any other exhibits.

I wor.der if

If not, this would seem to be

a good breaking point.
MR. GARRISCll:

MR. GRAY:

Yes, I think so.

Unless counsel for the Board has

something to say, we will then recess and meet again at
9:30 tomorrow morning,
(Thereupon at 4:20 p,m;, a recess was taken until
Wednesday, April 14, 1954, at 9:30. a.m.)

•

•
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